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Behavior Change Communication and Marketing (BCCM)
Component of the Second Urban Primary Health Care Project
(UPHCP-II)

Final Report
1. Background and Objectives of UPHCP-II
1.1 Background
Introduction
Government of Bangladesh has made a substantial commitment to provide health care to the
people in its best possible way. Notable success has been made in the delivery of EPI, ORS
and family planning services for which Bangladesh is internationally recognized. The last
five years plan further laid out the foundations for comprehensive delivery of a wide variety
of Health and Family Planning services through a package throughout rural and urban
Bangladesh. However, for a period of time there was proportionately less than optimum
investment in the primary health care services for the Urban Poor and slum dwellers to meet
these priority needs.
Sectoral Thrust
Government endorsed the goals of "health for all by the year 2000" and proposed the
following principles by which future activities will be guided (i) focus on providing a
package of essential primary health services with an emphasis on preventive intervention,
giving priority to maternal and child health, (ii) expand the role of the private sector including
NGOs in the provision of health, nutrition and population services, (iii) will take gender,
equity, poverty and developmental issues into account in designing and provision of services,
(iv) expand cost recovery and improve efficiency of resource utilization in the public sector,
(v) involve beneficiaries in the management of health care, (vi) emphasize on the
sustainability and environmental issues, and (vii) it will endeavour to provide one stop
shopping for health and population services. The current Health, Nutrition and Population
Sector Programme of the Ministry of Hea1th & Family Welfare, Government of Bangladesh
embodies all of these and adds a few new dimensions, e.g., prevention of risk sharing and risk
spreading to address catastrophic illnesses and piloting of demand side financing in different
forms and decentralization of decision making by the lower level managers.
Since independence, the Government has regarded reducing population growth as one of its
principal development priorities. At the Cairo Conference, the Government stressed its
commitment to providing couples with easy access to all types of contraception and relevant
information as a means of empowering and reaffirmed its aim to improve female education
and the status of women as a means to achieving its demographic goals. The Government has
also endorsed the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) undertaken by the Millennium
Summit of UN.
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Health Status Indicators
Since independence, health and fertility indicators in Bangladesh have improved substantially
with the infant mortality rate and the total fertility rate both decreasing by about 50 percent.
Despite these, the vast majority of the Bangladeshi population continues to suffer from poor
health. Life expectancy at birth is about 61 years, one of the lowest figures in Asia. The
under-five mortality rate at 88 per thousand live births, which is six times higher than in Sri
Lanka. The infant mortality rate in Bangladesh was estimated by the 2000 Demographic and
Health Survey to be 66 per thousand live births and the maternal mortality ratio is estimated
at 330 per 100, 000 births. A maternal mortality ratio of this magnitude is slightly less than
that found in a few countries in the world and more than twice the level in the Philippines and
100 times that of developed countries.
While malnutrition and mortality rates are high in all strata of Bangladeshi society, marked
socio-economic and geographical differences exist. Not surprisingly, the very poor
experience higher levels of mortality than their ‘wealthier compatriots’. However, even
among the poor, there are identifiable groups at higher risk. A 1991 study showed an overall
infant mortality rate of 90 deaths per 1,000 live births but the corresponding rate for the urban
slums of Dhaka was 142, or 58 percent higher than the national average. Similarly, the
nutritional status of pre-school children in the slums is considerably worse than elsewhere in
the country particularly in terms of low height for age, which is a good measure of chronic
under-nutrition.
Second Urban Primary Health Care Project
The Government of Bangladesh is committed to put in place strategies to address the issues
of improving the health status of the urban population. This is to be done through improved
access to and utilization of efficient, effective and sustainable Primary Health Care (PHC)
Services. The provision of public health services in urban areas is the responsibility of Local
Government Bodies by dint of City Corporation Ordinance of 1983 and Pouroshova
Ordinance of 1977.
For Primary health care services delivery, the public sector works in partnership with NGOs
and the local government institutions such as the city corporations and pouroshovas. The
health service delivery mechanism in urban areas involves diverse roles of the government
(MOLGRD&C and MOH&FW), NGOs and the private sector.
Urban Primary Health Care Project, a Public-Private Partnership is an innovative initiative
with the goal to improve the health status of the urban population, specially the poor,
particularly focusing on women and children. These population segments are usually
underserved by the health care facilities due to many reasons. UPHCP is committed to
provide all essential health services and reproductive health services to them for improvement
of their livelihood. With the aim to contribute to achieving the national goals and targets of
the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), the First Urban Primary Health Care Project
(UPHCP-I) and Second Urban Primary Health Care Project (UPHCP-II) were initiated in
1998 and 2005 respectively which are milestones in urban health care services.
Rationale and Scope
The project was implemented in Dhaka, Chittagong, Khulna, Rajshahi, Sylhet and Barisal
cities and Comilla, Bogra, Shirajgonj, Savar and Madhabdi Pouroshovas, which together
have a combined population of about 10 million people, representing 46 percent of
2

Bangladesh's urban population. While the project areas contained the vast majority of slum
dwellers in the country, the project was not limited only to slum areas because (i) the nonslum poor represent about 53 percent of all the poor living in the cities and suffer from poor
health status, (ii) the non-slum poor also have limited access to PHC services, and (iii) some
public health measures such as immunization are only effective if the whole population is
covered. The project comprised the four following components: (i) provision of PHC through
Partnership Agreements and Behavior Change Communication and Marketing (BCCM); (ii)
strengthening the urban PHC infrastructure; (iii) building the capacity of the City
Corporations and their Partners and (iv) support for project implementation and operationally
relevant research.
The project was a continuation of the successful first phase project. While the first project
was implemented in Dhaka, Chittagong, Khulna and Rajshahi, which together have combined
population of about 9 million people, representing 41 percent of Bangladesh's urban
population, the second phase of the project also covered the newer City Corporations of
Barisal and Sylhet and five Municipalities of varying size, namely, Comilla, Bogra, Sirajganj,
Savar and Madhabdi. The new project areas contain about 6,94,000 population. In aggregate
the project therefore, covered about 10 million, i.e., 46% of the urban population, which is
7% of the total population of the country; the vast majority of whom are slum dwellers.
Although the focus of the project was the poor and the marginalised it was not limited only to
slum areas however, because (i) the non-slum poor represent about 53 percent of all the poor
living in the cities and suffer from poor health status, (ii) the non-slum poor also have limited
access to PHC services, and (iii) some public health measures such as immunization have
externalities and are only effective if the whole population is involved.
In the light of the Government's sectoral priorities that are relevant to the PRSP and MDG, as
shown below, utmost efforts were made by the City Corporations and Municipalities as well
as the contracted Partners to attain these stated goals, as per the target set out by the Ministry
of Health & Family Welfare, Government of Bangladesh.
1.2 Objectives
The project contributed to improve the health status of the urban population, especially of the
poor, in six City Corporations and five Municipalities. At least 30% of all the services
provided under the project was targeted at poor people earning less than Taka 700 per month
(the poor). The specific project objectives were to improve: (i) access to and use of urban
PHC services in the project area, with a particular focus on extending provision to the
poorest; (ii) the quality of urban PHC services in the project area; and (iii) the costeffectiveness, efficiency, and institutional and financial sustainability of PHC to meet the
needs of the urban poor.

2. Elements and Thrust of the BCCM Component of UPHCP-II
2.1 Elements of the BCCM component
As outlined in the Project Proposal (PP) of UPHCP-II, “The Behavior Change
Communication and Marketing (BCCM) firm will facilitate PMU and PIUs in developing
behavior change communication and marketing of the services of the project, to targeting the
providers as well as potential clients and patients as part of the contract through input of 72
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person months of experienced consultants. The main elements of the Behavior Change
Communication and Marketing (BCCM) strategy for the project will be as follows:
(i)
(ii)

Branding of project services and networks as UPHCP II;
Innovative marketing to maximize use of the project – especially by the poor, targeting
providers and potential clients and patients;
(iii) Community mobilization through a) national campaigns and b) direct interventions by
partner NGOs;
(iv) Raising awareness of communicable and non-communicable disease control; and in
particular increasing knowledge and awareness of HIV/AIDS and STI prevention and
control and use of condoms to this end;
(v) Strive at creating an environment to enable the society to tolerance and care to the
people living with HIV/AIDS and to support safe delivery and maternal and infant
nutrition;
(vi) Mobilize the community and the health service providers for improving environmental
health;
(vii) Raising awareness among the poor of their rights to health care and particular health
needs of women and girls and ensuring they know free services are available for the
poor.
(viii) Training of PMU, PIU and PA staffs on communication.
These components will focus on raising awareness among the poor of their rights to health
care and the particular health needs of women and girls, and ensuring they know free services
are available for the poor. The three subcomponents of BCCM will be (i) infectious disease,
STI and HIV/AIDS control, (ii) environmental health and (iii) other ESP and nutrition –
related behavior change”.
2.2 Thrust of the BCCM component
The expectation was that within the context of ESP and urban PHC, specifically focused on
urban poor, women and adolescent girls, the consultant would undertake designed
interventions to ensure a number of achievements. These include: increase knowledge of the
target audience, stimulate community dialogue with the providers and provider management
to exert the former’s right to information and service, promote essential attitude change
among providers and health seeking behavior among people- especially the poor, create a
demand for dignified services, advocate among policy makers and opinion leaders for
organizing community supported services, e.g. EOC, RH, etc., promote service for
prevention, care and support, and improve skills and sense of self-efficacy among providers.
The BCCM activities should lead to significant increase (at least increase by 25% from
baseline *) awareness of environmental health, safe sex, HIV/AIDS, and STI prevention,
nutrition and disease prevention among the urban population served by the project.
The BCCM activities should also lead to significant awareness among the poor residing in the
project area, resulting in sufficient demand among the poor household for the project’s PHC
services ensuring that at least 30% of all the services provided by the project are obtained by
the poor households.

*

Serial no. 1.12 of Section 5, terms of reference of the Project Proposal at page no. 47.
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3. Initiation, Continuation and Plan of the BCCM Component
3.1 Initiation
Immediately after signing the contract (copy of the letter attached at Annexure – I) with the
Second Urban Primary Health Care Project (UPHCP-II) on June 20, 2007, Bangladesh Center
for Communication Programs (BCCP) formed a core team of five members on June 21, 2007
with the following officials:
−
−
−
−
−

Project Coordinator
Communication Specialist
Marketing Specialist
Research, Monitoring & Evaluation Advisor
Field Implementation Advisor

Other than the core team, six functional teams were also formed with the personnel who were
proposed in the contract document for performing specific tasks. The functional teams were:
−
−
−
−
−
−

Coordination Team
Research Team
Campaign and Material Development Team
Capacity Building Team
Advocacy Team
Finance and Administration Team

A meeting of the core team and the functional teams was held on the same day (June 21,
2007) immediately after formation of the teams. A presentation was then made reflecting the
objectives of UPHCP-II and those of BCCM and the proposed activities for the first year of
the project. Also each team’s roles and responsibilities with regard to performance of
activities related to the BCCM component of UHPCP-II were discussed in details in the
meeting. Each team was advised to hold intra-team meeting and come up with a draft work
plan reflecting one year’s activities of the team beginning from June, 2007 for sharing in the
bigger inter-team meeting for preparing a total work plan for BCCM for the first year. One of
the main purposes of the meeting was to build a common understanding and consensus
among the team members about the overall objectives of the project.
Following the meeting, each team met and the members discussed among themselves issues
related to preparation of work plan for the team for one year from June, 07 to May, 08.
Accordingly each team came up with its own work plan. Then all the teams’ work plans were
reviewed and fine tuned in a meeting of the core team on June 27, 2007. Thus, a detailed
work plan for the first year for the BCCM component of UPHCP-II was developed which
was forwarded to the Project Director, PMU, UPHCP-II on June 28, 2007.
At the request of BCCP, the Project Director, Deputy Project Director and other senior
officials of PMU, UPHCP-II paid a visit to BCCP on July 29, 2007. A presentation on
BCCP’s overall activities was made in the meeting. The first year’s work plan for the BCCM
component of UPHCP-II was also presented. PMU officials agreed with the work plan with
the suggestion of including production and distribution of a quarterly newsletter in the work
plan and submitting a separate proposal to PMU for the newsletter. PMU officials also
suggested BCCP in the meeting to provide assistance to the UNFPA Consultant in holding
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BCC capacity building related workshop for the officials of PMU and implementing partners.
It was agreed in the meeting that PMU will arrange an orientation meeting for the BCCP
officials to give them an idea about the overall activities of PMU and its systems and
procedures in dealing with the implementing partners. On the same day, PMU issued a letter
to all the PIUs and PA Units requesting them to extend cooperation to BCCP in connection
with conducting the designed BCCM activities. Copy of the letter is attached at Annexure – II
3.2 Responsibilities and Composition of the Teams
As mentioned above, a core team and six functional teams were formed for smooth planning
and implementation of the activities with a view to attain the objectives of the project.
The core team was responsible for conceptualizing, designing, implementing, monitoring and
evaluating periodic (year-wise) activity plan based on the interventions proposed in the
contract document. It was the understanding that the core team will get the work done with
the help of six functional teams formed of the personnel proposed in the contract document.
The core team was also responsible for keeping close contact with the senior management of
the Project Management Unit (PMU) of UPHCP-II and BCCP to update them on the progress
of activities as well as get guidance from them. In this task, the Project Coordinator played
the key role.
The functional teams were responsible for planning details of activities in respective area and
implementing those in consultation with the core team. They were also responsible for raising
to the core team any problem they face during planning or implementation and suggesting
their recommendations to overcome those problems.
Composition of the core team and the functional teams are described below:
Composition of Core Team:
Mr. Md. Motaherul Haque
Ms. Yasmin Khan
Mr. Maruf Kabir
Dr. Nazrul Haque
Ms. Khadija Bilkis

Project Coordinator
Communication Specialist
Marketing Specialist
Research, Monitoring & Evaluation Advisor
Field Implementation Advisor

Composition of the Functional Teams:
Coordination Team:
Mr. Md. Motaherul Haque
Mr. Kazi Jamal Hasan
Mr. Mohammad Khairul Abedin

Project Coordinator
Technical Officer
Program Secretary

Research and Strategy Development Team:
Dr. Shahida Haque
Mr. Mamunur Rahman
Mr. Sanjib Kumar Das

Research, Monitoring & Evaluation Advisor
Technical Officer
Technical Officer
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Advocacy Team:
Ms. Khadija Bilkis
Mr. Md. Akhiruzzaman Khan
Mr. Mahitur Rahman Khan
Mr. Kazi Jamal Hasan

Field Implementation Advisor
Technical Officer
Technical Officer
Technical Officer

Campaign and Material Development Team:
Ms. Yasmin Khan
Mr. Maruf Kabir
Ms. Nina Naznin
Ms. Shima Barua

Communication Specialist
Marketing Specialist
Material Development Officer
BCCM Officer

Capacity Building Team:
Mr. Badal Halder
Ms. Meher Afroze
Ms. Marufa Khanum

Training Officer
Senior Technical Officer
Training Officer

Finance and Administration Team:
Mr. Pijush Kumar Biswas
Mr. Moloy Biswas
Mr. Biman Barua Chowdhury

Senior Finance Officer
Accounts Officer
Admin. and Logistics Manager

The person whose name appears at the top of the list of members of each team led that team.
It may be mentioned that the names mentioned above are the names of the personnel who
were attached to the above teams initially. Subsequently, a number of members left BCCP
resulting substitution with personnel either equally or more efficient in comparison to the
personnel they replaced. In each of such cases, the matter was informed to PMU and approval
for such substitution was duly obtained.
The following persons were substituted in the teams in the course of implementation of the
project:
Mr. Maruf Kabir, Marketing Specialist was substituted by Mr. Aminul Islam; Dr. Shahida
Haque, Research, Monitoring & Evaluation Advisor was substituted by Dr. Nazrul Haque;
Mr. Pijush Kumar Biswas, Senior Finance Officer was substituted by Mr. Prodip Bashu and
Mr. Mamunur Rahman, Technical Officer was substituted by Mr. Mahbubur Rahman.

3.3 Common Understanding:
•

The duration of the project is about 54.5 months from the date of signing the contract (i.e.
from June 20, 2007). Accordingly, the project will come to an end on December 31, 2011.

•

It was the understanding that all the activities proposed in the contract document are to be
accomplished with highest possible quality and within the given time-frame. Broad
activities include: existing literature review, discussion with concerned
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officials/personnel, field visit, meet implementing partners, conduct research and assess
program needs, develop a logo as part of branding of image of the UPHCP-II health
facilities, plan and implement campaign, design, develop and produce BCC materials,
build BCC capacity of the implementing partners, carry out specifically designed
advocacy activities, prepare and submit quarterly and annual reports and monitor progress
of activities and re-plan or take corrective measures if needed.
•

Activities to be conducted following work plan as per understanding with the Client
(UPHCP-II) within the allowable cost and the given time-frame. Year-wise work plan
would be prepared by the Consultant (BCCP) and submitted to the Client well in advance.
The first year’s work plan to be submitted soon after signing the contract. Any change in
the work plan (if needed) would be given effect only after endorsement by the Client.

•

Necessary guidance and support would be obtained from the Client as and when needed
during the entire course of implementation of the project. Regular contact with the Client
would be a strategy for this purpose.

•

Contacts would be made with the implementing partners and other stakeholders at all the
required stages of implementation of the project to facilitate achievement of the goals of
the project.

•

All the required reports are to be submitted by the Consultant to the Client within the
time-frame as described in the contract document.

•

The Client will review reports and give comments on the progress. Necessary adjustment
would be made, if needed, in the work plan based on the comments/suggestions of the
Client.

•

Throughout the implementation phase, regular contact would be made with PMU,
particularly with the Project Director of PMU, UPHCP-II, PIU and other concerned
partners to share information about the progress of work, get input/suggestions for
improvement of performance and ensure achievement of project goals in the most
efficient way.

3.4 Preparation of Work Plan
A work plan for the first year beginning from June, 2007 was prepared and submitted to
PMU for their feedback immediately after signing the contract. The work plan was presented
before the Project Director, UPHCP-II and other senior officials of the project when they
visited BCCP on July 29, 2007. At the end of the presentation, discussion was held on the
work plan. PMU officials expressed their agreement with the work plan with the suggestion
of inclusion of a quarterly newsletter. Accordingly, the work plan was revised and was
included in the inception report. Activities for the first year were accomplished following this
work plan.
Subsequently, work plans for the second, third and fourth year were developed and submitted
to PMU. Following these work plans, the activities for the second, third and fourth year were
accomplished. The work plans for the first, second, third and fourth year are given at
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Annexure – III, IV, V and VI respectively. The Action Plan as given in the contract document
of the BCCM component of UPHCP-II is given at Annexure – VII.
The activities accomplished under the contract are mentioned at section 3.11 under the
heading ‘Achievement Status’.
3.5 Procurement Plan
Procurement implies both procurement of information and documents and also procurement
of goods and services needed for implementation of the project. As regards procurement of
necessary information, literature and other documents, it has been done as planned. The
needed information and documents as available at PMU were procured from there and this
continued at different stages of the entire course of implementation of the project. With
regard to procurement of goods and services, Public Procurement Regulations 2008 (PPR-8),
procurement rules of BCCP and other guidelines from PMU were followed. Necessary goods
and services were procured following the activities outlined in the work plan.
3.6 Quality Assurance Plan
For smooth implementation of the project activities, a core team and the six functional teams
were in action. Each of the teams was responsible for particular tasks and worked in close
touch with senior management team of BCCP. Regular contacts were made with PMU, PIU
and PA units of UPHCP-II to share plans of activities and initial findings on the progress of
activities to get their views on the quality of work. Other quality assurance activities included
regular meetings of the teams, pre-testing within and outside the organization particularly
with stakeholder representatives, monitoring and evaluation etc. In this respect, guidelines,
compliance, protocols and checklists were developed and operationalized.
3.7 Phase-wise Implementation Plan
As per contract document, all the proposed activities were to be accomplished in three
phases: Phase-1: Inception, Phase-2: Implementation and Phase-3: Evaluation and Close
Out. All the proposed activities of phase 1 and phase 2 were accomplished and the end-line
evaluation as a planned activity of phase three has been completed and its findings were
presented in a dissemination workshop held at CIRDAP auditorium on December 26, 2011.
With submission of the Project Completion Report, the close out chapter is being completed.
3.8 List of Production/Activities
All the deliverables targeted in the project were produced following year-wise work plan. The
deliverables included:
Phase-1: Inception
− Prepare and submit inception report
Phase-2: Implementation
− Stocktaking and review of existing materials
− Conduct BCCM needs assessment
− Develop comprehensive BCCM strategy
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−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−
−

Conduct formative research
Develop BCCM training curriculum and conduct training
Develop IPC/C training curriculum and conduct training
Develop Future Search Conference (FSC) guideline and conduct FSC
Facilitate to set up functional Technical Advisory Groups at national and community level
Develop project advocacy kit
Produce and distribute materials for advocacy kit
One-day orientation for Clinic Advisory Committee, local elites, stakeholders and Ward
Councilors, Female Ward Councilors
Develop advocacy video for policy people
Organize and conduct Message Development Workshops
Organize and conduct Advances Workshop
Organize and conduct Advocacy and Social Mobilization Workshop
Design and develop the common service branding logo
Design, develop and launch branding campaign
Design, brand positioning campaign message and materials including TVC, RDC and
billboard
Develop and distribute prototype of rickshaw tinplate, clinic signboard, directional sign etc.
Develop Ambulance branding
Airing of TVCs and RDCs
Placement of billboards
Design, develop and distribute BCC materials for providers and clinics
Design, develop and distribute prototype of BCC materials for providers and clinics
Develop and distribute print materials (poster, leaflet, dangler, flipchart etc.)
Develop, produce and distribute audio song CD
Develop and distribute scripts of street drama
Production and pretesting of a 13-episode TV drama serial
Get approval of the drama from the IEC Technical Committee of MoHFW
Finding sponsor of airing of the drama and arrange airing
Develop guideline for observing special days
Observe special days/special events related to health and population
Develop monitoring and evaluation plans and share with PMU
Develop formats and tools to monitor BCC activities
Develop reporting formats and establish MIS on BCCM
Carry out periodic monitoring visits
Prepare and submit reports
Conduct mid-term assessment and submit report
Produce and distribute quarterly newsletter

Phase-3: Evaluation and Close Out
− Conduct impact/end-line evaluation and submit report
− Prepare and submit project completion report
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3.9 Outputs
It was the plan that in order to achieve the objectives of the project, a good number of outputs
will be delivered throughout the project period. These outputs/milestones will serve as the
indicators of difference causing improvement in the overall performances of the project. As
the project moved, these milestones were achieved gradually.
At the beginning, a formative research was conducted to understand present BCC situation
and identify BCC needs to improve coverage of the project to the desired extent. Based on
the findings of this formative research, a BCCM strategy was developed involving all
concerned stakeholders and program officials. This BCCM strategy outlined the needed
BCCM interventions to be implemented both at the national level as well as at the local level.
Subsequent work plans were developed following this BCCM strategy. The implementation
plan as per the BCCM strategy is given at Annexure – VIII.
A Knowledge, Attitude, Behavior and Practice (KABP) study was conducted to generate
baseline data with regard to a number of indicators including awareness level of the urban
people about the available services and the service centers of UPHCP-II and the extent of
utilization of different services. Salient features of the KABP survey are given at Annexure – IX.
Addressing the demand side, a logo (Rainbow) was first developed following appropriate
process to brand the services and the service centers of UPHCP-II which was then vigorously
promoted through a number of designed activities. Different BCC materials (brochure, poster,
leaflet, information sheet, flipchart etc.) and prototypes of materials were produced and
distributed. TVCs and RDCs were produced and aired, billboards were produced and erected,
audio song CDs and street drama scripts were developed and distributed, prototypes of other
materials like clinic signboard, directional sign, rickshaw tinplate etc. were produced and
distributed. The Branding Logo “Rainbow” of UPHCP-II is given at Annexure – X.
On the other hand, to address the supply side, capacity building of the service providers was
undertaken. BCCM training, IPC/C training, FSC etc. were conducted. Officials of the
Ministry, PIU, PMU, PA Units were oriented on implementation and monitoring of effective
BCC programs through training abroad.
And to create an enabling environment, advocacy activities were conducted. Advocacy kit
and materials were developed and distributed. Ward Councillors, local influential leaders and
other stakeholders were oriented on the services of UPHCP-II and their roles in promoting
those services.
A mid-term assessment was conducted to have an understanding of the trend of the BCCM
activities. To disseminate major performances of the project, a quarterly newsletter was
produced and distributed on a regular basis. And finally, an end-line evaluation was
conducted to assess the impact of the BCCM interventions. To find the impact, the data
generated through this end-line evaluation were compared with the data obtained through
KABP survey conducted earlier. A dissemination workshop was held at CIRDAP auditorium
at Dhaka on December 26, 2011 where the major findings from the end-line evaluation were
presented. Joint Secretary (Development), LGD, PD, UPHCP-II, senior officials of PMU,
PIU, PA Units, consulting firms and donor representatives were present in the workshop and
gave their views. The findings of the survey reflect an upward trend in the coverage of the
program which indicate that BCCM interventions played a significant role for this
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achievement. Salient features of the end-line evaluation of the BCCM component of UPHCP-II
are given at Annexure – XI.
The major milestones achieved include:
Trainings/workshops/orientations
− BCC workers trained on BCCM
− Counselors/clinic staff trained on IPC/C
− Mid level service providers of the PA Units oriented on BCC techniques including
message development through conducting two Message Development Workshops
− Mid-to-senior level officials of the PA Units oriented on strategic communication through
conducting Advances Workshop
− Mid-to-senior level officials of PMU/PIU/MoLGRD&C oriented on strategic
communication
− Ward Primary Health Care Coordination Committees (WPHCCC) and other stakeholders
oriented on project standards, recruitment practices and services
− Women Ward Councilors oriented on UPHCP and Violence Against Women (VAW)
− Community leaders, religious leaders, slum leaders, factory owners oriented on UPHCP-II
activities and they have become supportive to the program
− Skills of clinic staff to observing special day enhanced
BCC/Advocacy Materials
− Advocacy Kits developed and distributed
− Advocacy video for policy makers developed and distributed
− A quarterly newsletter published and distributed regularly
Researches
− Formative research reports finalized and submitted
− Mid-term evaluation report prepared and submitted
− Need-based periodic activities reports submitted
− Dissemination seminar report produced and submitted
− Stakeholders review meeting held
− Impact evaluation report prepared and submitted
Campaign activities
− Most effective media and channels identified
− BCC program intervention protocol developed and approved
− Social mobilization activities linked to the mass media and advocacy
− Brand positioning done
− Logo developed
− All campaign materials produced and clinics ready for brand positioning
− Campaign launched and UPHCP-II repositioned
− Media placement plan implemented
− UPHCP-II popularized as the new brand
− Second stage campaign and media plan finalized
− All second stage campaign materials produced
− Third stage campaign and media plan finalized
− Third stage campaign materials produced
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Others
− Ad-hoc Technical Advisory Groups operationalized
− Coalition established with institutions like diagnostic centers and others
− Client flow increased
− Increased client flow sustained
− Quarterly reports submitted regularly
3.10 Monitoring and Evaluation
As an internal mechanism, the progress of activities was monitored both by respective
functional teams and by the core team. For this purpose, monitoring and evaluations plans
were developed to closely monitor the reach, coordination, scope, quality and feedback of the
program. Uniform format, checklists and tools were developed to monitor BCC activities.
Required reporting formats were also be developed. Periodic monitoring visits were
conducted, reports were shared with PMU, periodical need-based assessment was conducted,
a mid-term evaluation was conducted, an end-line evaluation was conducted and a
dissemination workshop has been conducted for the implementing partners and stakeholders
on the end-line evaluation findings. Monitoring checklist is given at Annexure – XII. Major
monitoring findings are given at Annexure – XIII.
3.11 Achievement Status
Status of achievements of BCCM component of UPHCP-II as against the proposed activities
as outlined in the contract document is attached in Annexure – XIV. Photographs of some of
the major activities and of some documents are given at Annexure – XV.

4. Deliverables
A number of deliverables were outlined in the contract document of the BCCM component of
UPHCP-II. A list of deliverables is given at Annexure – XVI. Location of UPHCP-II
Billboards is given at Annexure – XVII. Particulars of Trainings/Workshops/Orientation
Programs are given at Annexure – XVIII. A report on the visits related to the airing of the TV
drama serial Gari Chole Na is given at Annexure – XIX. Scripts of 10 Folk Songs are given
at Annexure – XX. Script of Advocacy Video is given at Annexure – XXI.

5. Office Setup and Personnel Used
5.1 Location of Office and Other Particulars
The office for the BCCM component of UPHCP-II was set occupying a portion (roughly 25%)
of space of the BCCP office building located at House No. 3A, Road No. 74, Gulshan–2,
Dhaka–1212. Nearly a total of 3,559 square feet were used for the office purpose. Telephone
numbers 9893362, 9891354 and 9861595 were used for official purpose of BCCM
component.
5.2 Personnel Engaged
For smooth implementation of the project’s activities, a total of 21 personnel of different
categories were engaged in the project. Some of them were full-time, while others were on
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part-time basis. The Project Coordinator was responsible for overall coordination of the
implementation of all the designed activities. The Campaign Specialist, the Marketing
Specialist, the Research, Monitoring and Evaluation Advisor and the Field Implementation
Advisor were the professional hands and they had specific responsibilities and led other
professional staff in respective areas in the implementation of the activities. Other
professional staff included one BCCM Officer, one Material Development Officer, two
Training Officers, one Senior Technical Officer, five Technical Officers. Administrative,
financial and other support staff included one Senior Finance Officer, one Administrative and
Logistics Manager, one Accounts Officer, one Program Secretary and two Drivers. The
Organogram of the BCCM component is given at Annexure – XXII. The TORs of the
consultants are given at Annexure – XXIII. The list of non-expendable items used by the staff
in connection with their activities for the BCCM component is given at Annexure – XXIV.

6. Costs Incurred
As per the signed contract, a total amount of Tk. 13,74,69,959.00 was budgeted for the total
project period of 54.5 months. Out of this, a total amount of Tk. 13,57,30,985.00 was spent
till the end of the project. The budget of the BCCM component along with expenditure status
is given at Annexure – XXV.

7. Meeting with Review Missions
Several meetings with the ADB led Review Missions were attended. In these meetings,
project’s performances were reviewed. Reviewing progress, the Mid-term Review Mission
recommended in March, 2009 a number of additional BCC activities to carry out to address
program needs. Accordingly, a plan with estimated costs was submitted to PMU. But as
provision for the additional costs could not be made by PMU, those additional BCC activities
could not be accomplished.

8. Additional Support
Some additional activities were carried out beyond the contracted activities to provide support
to various stakeholders. Such activities include providing support in coordinating some specific
activities related to observance of special days on behalf of the PA Units, providing support
to MS&T Firm in organizing experience sharing workshops and in conducting BCC related
trainings as per requirement and instruction of PMU and providing support to PMU in some
selected activities. Details of support to PMU are provided at the bottom of Annexure – XIV.

9. Lessons, Constraints and Recommendations
9.1 Lessons Learnt

• Better results could be achieved if the stakeholders could be involved in the process from
•
•
•
•

the very beginning.
With cooperation from all concerned, optimum benefit could be achieved within given
resources.
Need-based communication interventions can substantially improve program coverage.
Demand generation must be supported by continuous supply of quality services.
Central level BCC plan has to be synchronized with local level BCC plan.
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9.2 Major Constraints Faced

• Cost escalation hampered desired quality.
• Lack of adequate flexibility on budget line item adjustment.
• Sometimes clearance took too long resulting difficulty in maintaining schedule as per
•
•

work plan.
Insufficiency of fund at the PA Units hampered synchronizing central level and local
level BCC activities.
Many trained service providers left job or were transferred which resulted problem in
implementation of activities

9.3 Recommendations

• Flexibility in terms of adjustment/change in budget line-items should be there.
• Additional funds needed for running optimum level of campaign, BCC related trainings
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

for staff and producing required quantity of BCC materials. There should be arrangement
for providing such additional support to address program needs.
A mechanism of smooth clearance on all required matters needed.
There should be sufficient fund for BCC activities in the PA Units also so that BCC
activities can be carried forward at the local level supporting the planned interventions at
the central level.
BCC related training should be ensured for maximum possible number of service
providers and need based refreshers training should also be considered.
BCC technical assistance to the PA Units needs to be further strengthened.
There should be sufficient supporting BCC materials at the PA Units.
To better implement BCC activities, coordination between BCCM Firm and the PA Units
has to be strengthened further.
Progress has to be reviewed after certain interval and need-based adjustments have to be
made on a continuous basis.
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Annexure – III

BCCM Component of UPHCP-II
Work plan for the Period of July 2007 to June 2008
Time line
SL.

Activities

1.
1.1
1.1.1
1.1.2
1.1.3

Inception and Preparation
Develop and finalize the work plan
Draft one year work plan
Share the draft with UPHCP
Finalize the work plan incorporating
comments from UPHCP

1.2

Orientation of the staff members on the
project
Develop orientation plan and presentation
Conduct orientation and distribute
responsibilities

1.2.1
1.2.2

1.3
1.3.1
2.
2.1
2.1.1
2.1.2

2.1.3
2.1.4
2.1.5

Submit inception report
Develop and submit inception report
Situation Analysis and Strategic Design
Stocktaking and review of existing materials
Develop stocktaking guidelines
Collect existing materials including
advocacy, training and communication
materials of UPHCP-I, II
Develop the review indicators
Review the materials and make
recommendations for UPHCP-II program
Prepare a short report on the
recommendations

Jun-Sep 07

1

2

X
X
X

X

3

4

Oct-Dec 07

Jan-Mar 08

Apr-Jun 08

1

1

1

2

3

2

3

2

3

Responsible
Team

Expected
Outcome

Coordination Team

Final work plan
2007-08

Coordination Team

Staff members
assigned with
specific
responsibilities

Coordination Team

Inception report

Research/
Strategy Dev
Team, Capacity
Building Team &
Campaign/
Message Dev Team

A set of
recommendation.
on existing
materials

X

X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
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Time line
SL.

Activities

Jun-Sep 07

1
2.2
2.2.1
2.2.2
2.2.3
2.2.4
2.2.5
2.2.6
2.2.7

Conduct Training Needs Assessment (TNA)
Design the TNA
Develop the tools
Finalize the tools
Field data collection
Data compilation and analysis
Draft report
Finalize the report

2.3

Conduct formative research (with special
focus on the poor and cost effectiveness
assessment of different media)
Collect existing data/research report
Analyze the data
Draft report
Finalize the report

2.3.1
2.3.2
2.3.3
2.3.4
2.4
2.4.1

2.4.2
2.4.3
2.4.4
2.4.5
2.4.6
2.4.7
2.4.8

Develop comprehensive BCC/M Strategy
Conduct consultative meeting to identify
BCC/M objectives and intermediate
results
Draft outline of the strategy
Share the outline with UPHCP
Incorporate UPHCP feedback
Organize one-day strategy sharing
workshop
Incorporate stakeholders comments and
recommendations
Finalize the strategy with implementation
plan
Submit the final strategy for UPHCP
approval

2
X
X
X
X

3
X

Oct-Dec 07

4
X

1
X

2
X

3

Jan-Mar 08

Apr-Jun 08

1

1

2

3

2

3

Responsible
Team

Expected
Outcome

Research/
TNA Report
Strategy Dev Team,
Capacity Building
Team, &
Coordination Team.

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X
Research/
Strategy Dev. Team

Research
Report

Research/
Strategy Dev. Team
& Coordination
Team

A
comprehensive
BCC/M strategy

X
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
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Time line
SL.

Activities

Jun-Sep 07

1
3.
3.1
3.1.1
3.1.2
3.1.3
3.1.4
3.1.5
3.1.6
3.1.7
4.
4.1

4.1.1
4.1.2
4.1.3

4.2
4.2.1
4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4

Capacity Building and Training
Conduct BCC/M training
Develop draft BCC/M training
curriculum
Share with the UPHCP expert
Conduct TOT and pretest draft
curriculum
Finalize curriculum and other training
materials
Finalize the list of participants with
UPHCP
Conduct 8 batches BCC/M training
Monitor BCC/M activities in the field
Advocacy and Community Mobilization
Facilitate to set up functional Technical
Advisory Groups (TAG) at national local
and community level
Prepare a draft guideline for the
Advisory groups
Share and finalize the guideline with the
PIU and PMU, and hand over to them
Provide TA to TAG on starting and
maintaining effective actions
Develop project Advocacy Kit
Review the existing advocacy materials
Develop and pretest the draft Kit
Share with PMU and finalize
Produce Advocacy Kit

2

3

4

Oct-Dec 07

Jan-Mar 08

Apr-Jun 08

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

3

X
X

Responsible
Team

Expected
Outcome

Capacity Building
Team, Coordination
Team &
Research/Strategy
Dev Team

200 BCC/M
staff members
trained on BCC
/Marketing and
being monitored

Advocacy Team &
Coordination Team

Final Guideline
on Advocacy
Committees

Campaign/
Material Dev Team
& Advocacy Team

Advocacy Kit

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
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Time line
SL.

Activities

Jun-Sep 07

1
4.3

4.3.1
4.3.2
4.3.3
4.3.4
4.4

4.4.1
4.4.2
5.
5.1
5.1.1
5.1.2
5.1.3
5.1.4
5.1.5
5.2
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3

2

3

4

Oct-Dec 07

Jan-Mar 08

1

1

2

3

One day orientation for Clinic Advisory
Committee (CAC), local elites, stakeholders
and Ward Commissioner (WC) on project
standards, recruitment practices and
services
Develop a standard orientation guideline
Train BCC TOs and PSSMARTD staff
on the guideline
Preparation for the CAC orientation
Conduct CAC orientation
One day advocacy meeting with public
and private health care providers,
MoHFW and MoLGRD in Dhaka
Preparation for the meeting
Conduct the meeting
Campaign for Branding, Create Awareness and Demand
Design and develop the common logo
X X X
Conduct a quick survey on logo design
X
Conceptualize the campaign
X X
Draft the logo and take comments from
UPHCP
Incorporate UPHCP comments and
pretest the draft
Finalize the logo
Design, develop and launch branding
campaign
Develop creative brief
Develop alternative creative routes
Pretest creative routes

2
X

3
X

Apr-Jun 08

1
X

2
X

3

Responsible
Team

Expected
Outcome

Advocacy Team,
Capacity Building
Team &
Coordination Team

350 participants
oriented in 12
batches in year 1
(the activity will
continue to
year2)

Advocacy Team,
Capacity Building
Team &
Coordination Team

1 Meeting
conducted

X
X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

Campaign/
A common logo
Material Dev Team, for all UPHCP
Research/
clinics
Strategy Dev Team
& Coordination
Team

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
Campaign/
Material Dev Team,
Research/
Strategy Dev Team,

TV/RDC on air,
bill boards
erected, print
materials with
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Time line
SL.

Activities

Jun-Sep 07

1
5.2.4
5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7
5.2.8
5.2.9
5.2.10
5.2.11
5.2.12
5.3
5.3.1

5.3.2
5.3.3
5.3.4
5.3.5
5.3.6
5.4
5.4.1
5.4.2

2

3

4

Oct-Dec 07

Jan-Mar 08

Apr-Jun 08

1

1

1

2

Develop script for TV/Radio/billboard
based on the creative routes
Develop print materials
Take committee approval
Pretest scripts, billboard design and print
materials
Production of TV, Radio commercials,
billboard
Production of print materials
Distribution and placement of campaign
materials
National and Regional level campaign
launching
Airing of the mass media

3
X

3

2

3

& Coordination
Team

Expected
Outcome
user guide
distributed

X
X
X
X
X

Design and develop providers’ and clinic
materials
Message and theme development
workshop
Design prioritized messages based on the
theme developed in the workshop
Pretest messages/materials
Incorporate changes and take committee
approval
Print/produce materials
Distribute the materials
Distribution of quarterly newsletter
Identify the format and the contents of
the newsletter
Design, produce and distribute the
newsletter

2

Responsible
Team

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
Campaign/
Provider’s
Material Dev Team, materials are in
Research/
the clinics
Strategy Dev Team
& Coordination
Team

X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Coordination Team,
Campaign/
Three issues of
Material Dev Team, Newsletters
produced and
distributed
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Time line
SL.

Activities

Jun-Sep 07

1
6.
6.1
6.1.1
6.1.2
6.1.3
6.1.4
6.1.5

Monitoring and Supervision
Develop and activate monitoring plan
Develop the monitoring plan
Share the plan with PIU
Develop format and tools to monitor
BCC activities
Carryout periodic monitoring
Submit quarterly report

2

3

4

Oct-Dec 07

Jan-Mar 08

Apr-Jun 08

1

1

1

2

3

2

3

2

Research/
Strategy Dev Team,
Coordination Team

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

3

Responsible
Team

Expected
Outcome

Monitoring
reports

X
X
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Annexure – IV

BCCM Component of UPHCP-II
Work plan for the Period of July 2008 to June 2009
Sl#

Activities

Year 2
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Remarks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PHASE - 2 : IMPLEMENTATION
Situation Analysis and Strategic Design
1

Conduct formative Research on KAP, CEA and TNA for BCC

2

Conduct BCC/M training

3

Design and develop 4 day IPC/C training curriculum

4

Pretest and finalize the curriculum and conduct TOT

5

Conduct IPC/C training

6

Develop 2 day Psychosocial & Life Skills training curricula

7

Pretest and finalize the curriculum

8

Facilitate training/experience sharing visit in the region

9

Facilitate training for Sr. staff
Advocacy & Community Mobilization

10

Provide TA to Technical Advisory Groups

11

Finalize the Kit

12

Print the Project advocacy Kit

13

Orientation for Clinic Ad Comm; public and stakeholders

14

Advocacy meeting with PH care providers of MoHFW, LGED etc

15

Conduct FSC

16

Hold regular update meetings

17

Conduct meetings with Female WC & other influential women
on VAW

18

Develop a guideline for BCC staff on dialogues/orientation
sessions
Develop advocacy video on best practices/success stories

19

Cooperation and liaison with other HEP & local partners of
UPHCP-II

20

Provide regular information to update UPHCP II website
Campaign for Branding, Create Awareness and Demand
Stage 1 : Positioning and agenda setting

21

Design brand positioning campaign message/materials
Develop media placement/ campaign plan

22

Produce and pretest 2 TVC, 2 Radio spots and 1 billboard on
brand positioning
Get approval for UPHCP and IEC Technical Committee

23

Develop Rickshaw Tin plate, pretest and finalized

24

Develop standard branding for Ambulance

25

Develop and pretest print materials (poster, leaflet, stickers and
badges
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Sl#

Activities

Year 2
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Remarks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Launching National and regional campaign
26

Airing of TVCs and RDCs

27

Placement of Billboards

28

Placement of other below the line and print materials
Stage 2: Positive Role Modeling

29

Conduct Design Document workshop on TV Drama

30

Develop creative briefs for TVCs on Health messages

31

Conceptualize print materials (poster/leaflet, dangler, flipchart
and brochures

32

Conceptualize Audio song

33

Conceptualize local media (street drama, pot songs etc;

34

Develop, pretest, finalize 2 posters, 2 leaflets and 1 dangler

35

Production and pretest 13 episode TV drama seriel

36

Get approval from UPHCP and IEC technical comm. on TV
Drama

37

Find out sponsors for airing Drama serial

38

Produce 3 TVCs

39

Produce poster, leaflet, dangler, flipchart and brochure.

40

Develop and produce Audio song CD

41

Develop script /guidelines for local media (street drama, pot
songs)
Monitoring and Supervision:

42

Develop formats and tools to monitor BCC activities

43

Develop reporting formats and establish MIS on BCC/M

44

Carry out periodic monitoring visit to City Corporations

45

Prepare and submit monthly reports

46

Prepare and send quarterly program and financial reports

47

Prepare Annual reports

48

Conduct need based periodic study on behavior change

49

Organize annual stakeholder review
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Annexure – V

BCCM Component of UPHCP-II
Work plan for the Period of July 2009 to June 2010
Sl#

Activities

Year 2
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Remarks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PHASE - 2 : IMPLEMENTATION
Strengthen the BCCM strategy with respective to content
focused
Capacity Building and Training:
1

Develop 2 day Psychosocial & Life Skills training curricula

2

Pretest and finalize the curriculum

3

Develop and pretest peer educator's guide

4

Produce peer educator's guide

5

Develop and produce selected materials under Advocacy Kit
Advocacy & Community Mobilization

6

Provide TA to Technical Advisory Groups

7

Hold regular update meetings

8

Develop a guideline for BCC staff on dialogues/orientation
sessions

9

Organize orientation for formal/informal/religious/opinion leaders

10

Orientation with leaders of urban slums, clubs and CBOs

11

Prepare and submit workshop/orientation reports

12

Assist the NGOs to establish pilot Users Forum/Community
Information Centers (CICs) and orient the link person

13

On site orientation for CIC link persons/volunteers

14

Cooperation and liaison with other health education providers
(HEP) & local partners of UPHCP-II

15

Develop advocacy video for policy people

16

Provide regular information to update UPHCP II website
Campaign for Branding, Create Awareness and Demand
Stage 2: Positive Role Modeling

17

Launching regional campaign

18

Conceptualize print materials (poster/leaflet, dangler, flipchart
and brochures

19

Develop, pretest, finalize 2 posters, 2 leaflets and 1 dangler

20

Production and pretest 13 episode TV drama serial

21

Get approval from UPHCP and IEC technical comm. on TV Drama

22

Find out sponsors for airing Drama serial

23

Produce 3 TVCs

24

Produce poster, leaflet, dangler, flipchart and brochure.

25

Develop and produce Audio song CD

26

Airing of TV Drama serials

27

Airing in 2 FM Radio stations

26

Sl#

Activities

28

Produce and distribute logo badges

29

Produce & display shorter version of TVC in LED TV

30

Broadcasting of TVCs through Local cable channels at community

31

Placement of Billboards

32

Distribute print materials

33

Distribute audio song CDs

34

Distribute scripts and guidelines on street drama/pot songs

Year 2
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Remarks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Stage 3: Striving for sustainability
35

Conceptualize print materials (poster, leaflets and stickers)

36

Review existing billboards

37

Design guidelines for observing the special days

38

Produce print materials (poster, leaflets and stickers)

39

Redesign billboards

40

Provide on job orientation to special days

41

Organize video show at urban slum areas
Monitoring and Supervision:

42

Develop reporting formats and establish MIS on BCC/M

43

Carry out periodic monitoring visit to City Corporations

44

Prepare and submit quarterly reports

45

Prepare and send quarterly program and financial reports

46

Prepare Annual reports

47

Prepare and send quarterly News letter

48

Conduct need based periodic study on behavior change

49

Prepare and submit report

50

Conduct mid-term evaluations

51

Organize annual stakeholder review
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Annexure – VI

BCCM Component of UPHCP-II
Work plan for the Period of July 2010 to December 2011
Sl#

1
2

Activities

PHASE - 2 : IMPLEMENTATION
Capacity Building and Training:
Facilitate training/experience sharing
visit in the region
Facilitate training for Sr. staff

3

* Develop BCC related training plan
and organize and conduct BCC
related training programs

4

* Organize and conduct IPC training
programs for clinic staffs (counselor,
paramedic and nurse)

5
6
7

8
9
10
11

12
13
14

15

16

Advocacy & Community Mobilization
Provide TA to Technical Advisory
Groups
Hold regular update meetings
* Organize orientation program for
Ward Primary Health Care
Coordination Committee (WPHCCC)
members
Prepare and submit workshop/
orientation reports
Develop advocacy video on best
practices/ success stories
* Conduction of orientation of the
user forum representatives
* Establish a mechanism to involve
forum representatives in decision
making process for local BCC
campaigns
Cooperation and liaison with other
HEP & local partners of UPHCP-II
Provide regular information to update
UPHCP-II website
* Production of calendar, desk
calendar and paper weight for
policymakers and stakeholders
* Formation of a body/committee
with PD, UPHCP-II as its head to
assess overall performance
Assessment of performance, identify
changed needs and suggest actions
Campaign for Branding, Create
Awareness and Demand
Stage 1: Positioning and agenda

Year 2
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4
Remarks
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Done in 2nd
year
Done in 2nd
year
Additional
activity (started
from January,
2010 with
MS&T Firm)
Additional
activity (with the
financial support
from PA unit)

Additional
activity

Script submitted
to PMU
Additional
activity
Additional
activity

Additional
activity
Additional
activity

28

17

18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27

setting
Launching National and regional
campaign
Stage 2: Positive Role Modeling
Production and pretest 13 episode TV
drama serial
Get approval from UPHCP and IEC
technical committee on TV Drama
Find out sponsors for airing Drama
serial
Produce 3 TVCs

Airing of TV Drama serials
* Publicize telecasting of TV drama
serial centrally and locally
* Group meetings with prospective
clients
* Arranging special sessions with the
poor
* Special service promotion drives

28

* Involvement of the service
providers in the accompanying events
during airing of the drama serial
* Supply of promotional materials

29

* Organizing projection of TV drama

30

* Arrange four demonstration
sessions on street drama covering all
the PA units
* Organizing street drama at the local
level
* Dissemination of message by
involving local talented/popular
people by arranging special events
like essay competition
* Production of badges and bags
marked with “Rainbow” logo and
supply those among the service
providers (field workers)
Broadcasting of TVCs through Local
cable channels at community

31
32

33

34

35
36
37

38

Stage 3: Striving for sustainability
Conceptualize print materials
Produce print materials
* Developing audience-specific
materials by the PA units (for poor,
women, children etc.) with technical
assistance from BCCP
Develop guidelines for observing the
special days

Proposed for
dropping this
activities for
new activities in
the revised
strategy
Additional
activity
Additional
activity
Additional
activity
Additional
activity
Additional
activity
Additional
activity
Additional
activity
Additional
activity
Additional
activity
Additional
activity

Additional
activity

Proposed for
dropping this
activities for
new activities
in the revised
strategy

Additional
activity

29

39

40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51

52

53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

62
63

* Production and distribution of
group meeting kit, flipchart and
group meeting banner for outreach
activities
Distribute print materials
* Continuation of logo branding
TVCs in TV channels
* Dissemination of message through
LED TV throughout the project
period
* Continuation of radio spot in FM
brand frequency
* Erect new 30 additional billboards
Replacement of old billboards
* Production and airing of HIV/AIDS
related advertisement in TV channels
* Arranging Jari gaan
* Develop a guideline by BCCP for
organizing local level campaigns
Provide TA to assist in organizing
special days
* Observe special days related to
health and population
* Observance of service week (2
service weeks will be held in each
PA unit in 2 years)
Organize video show at urban slum
areas

Monitoring and Supervision:
Develop reporting formats and
establish MIS on BCC/M
Carry out periodic monitoring visit to
City Corporations
Prepare and submit monthly reports
Prepare and send quarterly financial
reports
Prepare Annual reports
Conduct mid-term evaluations
Prepare and submit report
Conduct Dissemination sessions
Organize annual stakeholder review
PHASE -3 EVALUATION AND
CLOSE OUT
Evaluation and Close out:
Conduct impact evaluation.
Prepare report and submit to UPHCP

Additional
activity

Additional
activity
Additional
activity
Additional
activity
Additional
activity
Additional
activity
Additional
activity
Additional
activity

Additional
activity
Additional
activity
This activity
has been
dropped for
materials
developments
and other new
activities
Format
developed

* These additional activities were drooped as fund not available
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Annexure – VII

Action Plan as per Contract Document
Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

PHASE-1: INCEPTION
1 Team building, set up office,
staff recruitment and orientation.
2 Finalize work plan and other
plans.
3 Prepare and submit inception
report
PHASE - 2: IMPLEMENTATION
Situation Analysis and
Strategic Design
4 Conduct stocktaking and review
existing literature
5 Conduct formative Research on
KAP, CEA and TNA for BCC.
6 Conduct a consultative meeting.
7 Define the BCC objectives.
8 Develop BCC/M strategy, share
and review the strategy.
9 Identify media channel.
10 Organize strategy sharing
workshop.
11 Strategy finalized and
approved
12 Develop and review draft
protocol.
13 Protocol finalized & approved
Capacity Building and
Training:
14 Review
existing
UPHCP
curricula.
15 Design and develop 4 day
BCC/M training curriculum.
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Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

16 Pretest and finalize curriculum
through ToT.
17 Conduct BCC/M training.
18 Design and develop 4 day IPC/C
training curriculum.
19 Pretest and finalize the
curriculum and conduct ToT
20 Conduct IPC/C training.
21 Develop 2 day Psychosocial &
Life Skills training curricula.
22 Pretest and finalize the
curriculum
23 Develop and pretest peer
educator's guide.
24 Produce peer educator's guide.
25 Facilitate training for Sr. staff.
26 Facilitate training/experience
sharing visit in the region.
Advocacy
&
Community
Mobilization
27 Set up functional technical
advisory groups.
28 Provide
TA
to
Technical
Advisory Groups.
29 Review materials; develop adv;
Kit and pretest.
30 Finalize the Kit.
31 Print the Project advocacy Kit.
32 Orientation for Clinic Ad. Comm.,
public and stakeholders
33 Advocacy meeting with PH care
providers of MoHFW, LGED etc;
34 Conduct FSC.
35 Hold regular update meetings.
36 Conduct meetings with Female
WC & other influential women on
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Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

VAW
37 Develop a guideline for BCC staff
on dialogues/ orientation
sessions.
38 Organize orientation for formal/
informal/religious/ opinion
leaders
39 Orientation with leaders of urban
slums, clubs and CBOs.
40 Prepare and submit
workshop/orientation reports
41 Develop advocacy video on
best practices/ success
stories.
42 Assist the NGOs to establish
Community Information Centers
(CICs) and orient the link person
43 On site orientation for CIC link
persons/volunteers.
44 Cooperation and liaison with
other HEP & local partners of
UPHCP II.
45 Develop advocacy video for
policy people
46 Provide regular information to
update UPHCP II website.
47 Develop & disseminate quarterly
Newsletter
Campaign for Branding,
Create Awareness and
Demand
Stage 1 : Positioning and
agenda setting
48 Design, develop and pretest logo
49 Logo finalized and approved
as integral part of promotional
materials
50 Design brand positioning campaign
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Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

message/ materials
51 Produce and pretest 2 TVC, 2
Radio spots and 1 billboard on
brand positioning
52 Get approval for UPHCP and
IEC comm;
53 Develop media placement/
campaign plan
54 Develop Rickshaw Tin plat,
pretest and finalized\
55 Develop prototype standard
clinic sign
56 Develop standard branding for
Ambulance
57 Develop prototype standard
clinic signboards & ST clinic
banner.
58 Develop and pretest print
materials (poster, leaflet stickers
and badges
59 Launching National and
regional campaign
60 Airing of TVCs and RDCs.
61 Placement of Billboards,
62 Placement of other below the
line and print materials
Stage 2: Positive Role
Modeling
63 Conduct Message & Theme
Development Workshop
64 Develop creative briefs for TVCs
on Health messages
65 Conceptualize print materials
(poster/leaflet, dangler, flipchart
and brochures
66 Conceptualise Audio song
67 Conceptualize local media
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Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

(street drama, pot songs etc;
68 Develop, pretest, finalize 2
posters, 2 leaflets and 1 dangler.
69 Production and pretest 13
episode TV drama serial
70 Get approval from UPHCP and
IEC technical comm. on TV
Drama
71 Find out sponsors for airing
Drama serial
72 Produce 3 TVCs
73 Produce poster, leaflet, dangler,
flipchart and brochure
74 Develop and produce Audio
song CD
75 Develop script /guidelines for
local media (street drama, pot
songs)
76 Airing of TV Drama serials
77 Broadcasting of TVCs through
Local
cable
channels
at
community
78 Placement of Billboards,
79 Distribute print materials
80 Distribute audio song CDs
81 Distribute scripts and guidelines
on street drama/pot songs
Stage
3:
Striving
for
sustainability
82 Develop creative briefs for TVCs
with anecdotes
83 Conceptualize print materials
(poster, leaflets and stickers)
84 Review existing billboards
85 Design guidelines on special
PROJECT JOLT
86 Design guidelines for observing
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Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

the special days
87 Produce and pretest TVCs
with anecdotes
88 Get approval from UPHCP and
IEC Tech. Comm.
89 Produce print materials (poster,
leaflets, stickers)
90 Redesign billboards
91 Provide on job orientation on
special JOLT and to special
days
92 Airing of TVCs with anecdotes
through TV
93 Renew of brand positioning
TVCs
94 Replacement of Billboards
95 Distribute print materials
96 Provide TA to assist in
organizing Special JOLT and
special days
97 Observe special days/special
events related to health and
population
98 Video at urban slum areas
99 Organize video show at urban
slum areas
100 Organize JOLT with service
promotion & customer
satisfaction
Monitoring and Supervision:
101 Develop monitoring and
evaluation plans.
102 Share the monitoring plan with
PIU and finalize.
103 Develop formats and tools to
monitor BCC activities
104 Develop reporting formats and

36

Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

establish MIS on BCC/M
105 Carry out periodic monitoring
visit to City Corporations.
106 Prepare and submit monthly
reports.
107 Prepare and send quarterly
program and financial reports.
108 Prepare Annual reports.
109 Establish system to facilitate
intervention & minimize
problems.
110 Conduct need based periodic
study on behavior change.
111 Prepare and submit report.
112 Conduct mid term evaluations.
113 Prepare and submit report.
114 Conduct
Dissemination
sessions.
115 Organize annual stakeholder
review.
PHASE -3 EVALUATION AND
CLOSE OUT
Evaluation and Close out:
116 Conduct impact evaluation.
117 Prepare report and submit to
UPHCP.

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

+
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Annexure – VIII

Implementation Plan as per BCCM Strategy
Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

A – Advocate for Commitment
1

2

3

4
5
6

7

8
9
10

11

12

Set
up
functional
Technical
Advisory
Groups
Provide
TA
to
Technical
Advisory
Groups
Review
materials;
develop Advocacy Kit
and pretest
Finalize the Kit
Print the Project
Advocacy Kit
Orientation for Clinic
Advisory Committee,
and other stakeholders
Advocacy meeting with
PH care providers of
MoHFW, LGED etc
Conduct FSCs
Hold regular update
meetings
Conduct meetings with
Female WC & other
influential women on
VAW
Develop a guideline for
BCC staff on dialogues/
orientation sessions.
Organize orientation
for formal/
informal/religious/
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Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

13

14

15

16

17

18

19
20

21

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

opinion leaders
Orientation with
leaders of urban
slums, clubs and
CBOs.
Prepare and submit
workshop/orientation
reports
Develop advocacy
video on best
practices/ success
stories
Assist NGOs to
establish Community
Information Centers
(CICs) and orient the
link person
On site orientation for
CIC link
persons/volunteers
Cooperation and
liaison with other HEP
& local partners of
UPHCP-II
Develop advocacy
video for policy people
Provide regular
information to update
UPHCP-II website
Develop & disseminate
quarterly Newsletter

B - Build Capacity
1
2

3

Review
existing
UPHCP curricula
Design and develop 4
day BCC & Marketing
training curriculum
Pretest and finalize

39

Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

4
5

6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

curriculum through
ToT
Conduct BCC &M
training
Design and develop 4
day IPC & Counseling
training curriculum
Pretest and finalize the
curriculum and conduct
ToT
Conduct IPC/C training
Develop 2 day
Psychosocial & Life
Skills training curricula
Pretest and finalize the
curriculum
Develop and pretest
peer educator's guide
Produce peer
educator's guide
Facilitate training for
Sr. UPHCP staff
Facilitate
training/experience
sharing visit in the
region

C - Create Awareness and Demand

1
2

3

Stage 1 : Positioning
and agenda setting
Design, develop and
pretest logo
Logo finalized and
approved as integral
part of promotional
materials
Design brand positioning
campaign message/
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Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

4

5

6

7

8
9

10

11

12
13
14
15

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

materials
Produce and pretest 2
TVC, 2 Radio spots
and 1 billboard on
brand positioning
Get approval from
UPHCP and IEC
committee
Develop media
placement/ campaign
plan
Develop Rickshaw Tin
plate, pretest and
finalize
Develop prototype
standard clinic sign
Develop standard
branding for
Ambulance
Develop prototype
standard clinic
signboards & ST clinic
banner
Develop and pretest
print materials (poster,
leaflet stickers and
badges
Launching National
and regional campaign
Airing of TVCs and
RDCs
Placement of
Billboards
Placement of other
below the line and print
materials
Stage 2: Positive
Role Modeling
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Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

16

17

18

19
20

21

22

23

24
25
26

27
28

29

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

Conduct Message &
Theme Development
Workshop
Develop creative briefs
for TVCs on Health
messages
Conceptualize print
materials
(poster/leaflet, dangler,
flipchart and brochures
Conceptualise Audio
songs
Conceptualize local
media (street drama,
pot songs etc;
Develop, pretest,
finalize 2 posters, 2
leaflets, 1 dangler
Production and pretest
13 episode TV drama
serial
Get approval from
UPHCP and IEC
technical committee on
TV Drama
Find out sponsors for
airing Drama serial
Produce 3 TVCs
Produce poster, leaflet,
dangler, flipchart and
brochure
Develop and produce
Audio song CD
Develop script
/guidelines for local
media (street drama,
pot songs)
Airing of TV Drama
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Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

30

31
32
33
34

35

36

37
38

39

40
41

42

43

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

serials
Broadcasting of TVCs
through Local cable
channels at community
Placement of
Billboards
Distribute
print
materials
Distribute audio song
CDs
Distribute scripts and
guidelines on street
drama/pot songs
Stage 3: Striving for
sustainability
Develop creative briefs
for TVCs with
anecdotes
Conceptualize print
materials (poster,
leaflets and stickers)
Review existing
billboards
Design guidelines on
special PROJECT
JOLT
Design guidelines for
observing the special
days
Produce and pretest
TVCs with anecdotes
Get approval from
UPHCP and IEC Tech.
Comm.
Produce print materials
(poster, leaflets,
stickers)
Redesign billboards
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Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

44

45
46
47
48
49

50

51
52

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

Provide on job
orientation on special
JOLT and to special
days
Airing of TVCs with
anecdotes through TV
Renew
of
brand
positioning TVCs
Replacement
of
Billboards
Distribute
print
materials
Provide TA to assist in
organizing Special
JOLT and special days
Observe special
days/special events
related to health and
population
Organize video show
at urban slum areas
Organize JOLT with
service promotion &
customer satisfaction

D – Document for Sustainability
1

2

3
4
5

Formative Research:
Conduct
stocktaking
and review existing
literature
Conduct formative
Research on KAP,
CEA and TNA for BCC
Conduct a consultative
meeting
Define the BCC
objectives
Develop BCCM
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Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

6
7
8
9

10
11

12

13

14

15
16

17
18
19

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

strategy, share and
review strategy
Organize strategy
sharing workshop
Strategy finalized and
approved
Develop and review
draft protocol
Protocol finalized &
approved
Monitoring and
Evaluation:
Develop monitoring
and evaluation plans
Share the monitoring
plan with PIU and
finalize
Develop formats and
tools to monitor BCC
activities
Develop reporting
formats and establish
MIS on BCCM
Carry out periodic
monitoring visit to City
Corporations and
municipalities
Prepare and submit
monthly reports
Prepare and send
quarterly program
reports
Prepare Annual
reports
Conduct need based
periodic study on BCC
Prepare and submit
report
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Year 1
Sl #

Activities

Q1
1

20
21
22
23
24
25

2

Q2
3

4

5

Q3
6

7

8

Year 2
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 3
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 4
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

Year 5
Q4

Q1

Q2

Q3

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55

Conduct mid term
evaluation
Prepare and submit
report
Conduct Dissemination
session
Organize annual
stakeholder review
Conduct
impact
evaluation
Prepare report and
submit to UPHCP
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Annexure – IX

Salient Features of Knowledge, Attitude, Behavior
and Practices (KABP) Survey (Baseline) of BCCM
Component of UPHCP-II
Indicators

Adult

Adolescent

Visiting Government Hospital

51.1

47.6

Visiting UPHCP-II Clinic

31.0

14.8

Quality of service (mean)

80.0

78.0

Rating of Service Providers (good)

74.4

76.0

Preferred media- TV

77.1

75.7

Vaccination(EPI)

96.5

99.2

Taken TT vaccine

92.2

54.8

Aware how to make oral saline

51.1

49.0

Wash hand by soap/ash

0.0

0.0

Aware about tuberculosis

88.4

91.6

Following family planning methods

79.7

81.3

Aware about STI

40.0

32.6

Aware about HIV

65.2

66.2

Have information about women abuse

11.2

10.8

Aware about taking/giving dowry is criminal offense

97.9

99.0

Aware about logo

1.9

1.0

Aware about field campaign

2.8

3.8

Participated in the campaign(Yes)

1.0

1.0

Both quantitative and qualitative approaches were applied in the methodology of the survey.
Considering statistical technique to determine representative sample size, a total of 2350
potential respondents (adult and adolescents) were selected from the study areas for
quantitative part of the study. In addition to this, total number of 150 respondents were also
selected both from Service Providers (120) and Community Leaders (30) for qualitative part
of the study.
Area covered: Dhaka, Sylhet, Barisal, Khulna, Bogra, Sirajgonj, and Madhabdi.
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Annexure – X

Branding Logo of UPHCP-II
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Annexure – XI

Salient Features of the End-line Evaluation of
BCCM Component of UPHCP-II
Indicators

Adult

Adolescent

Visiting Government Hospital

38.0

31.1

Visiting UPHCP-II Clinic

37.1

16.2

Quality of service (mean)

76.0

76.0

Rating of Service Providers (good)

76.4

67.8

Preferred media- TV

72.5

74.6

Vaccination(EPI)

96.3

93.0

Taken TT vaccine

88.7

65.2

Aware how to make oral saline

69.0

60.2

Wash hand by soap/ash

92.5

89.5

Aware about tuberculosis

85.4

87.8

Following family planning methods

79.0

62.5

Aware about STI

33.7

33.5

Aware about HIV

57.5

54.0

Have information about women abuse

14.6

12.2

Aware about taking/giving dowry is criminal offense

96.9

93.8

Aware about logo

62.9

59.8

Aware about field campaign

13.2

15.1

Participated in the campaign(Yes)

9.3

11.5

Noticed poster containing Rainbow logo

32.4

35.5

Noticed sticker containing Rainbow logo

6.5

8.6

Noticed billboard containing Rainbow logo

18.3

18.2

Listened add to the radio

1.2

1.2

Watched advertisement

9.4

12.6

Aware about "Gari Cholena"

14.1

22.5

Ever watched "Gari Cholena"

7.1

7.7

Both quantitative and qualitative approaches were applied in the methodology of the survey.
Considering statistical technique to determine representative sample size, a total of 3000
potential respondents (adult and adolescents) were selected from the study areas for quantitative
part of the study. In addition to this, total number of 150 respondents were also selected both
from Service Providers (120) and Community Leaders (30) for qualitative part of the study.
Area covered: Dhaka, Chittagong, Sylhet, Barisal, Khulna, Bogra, Sirajgonj, and Madhabdi.
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Salient findings of End Line Evaluation of BCCM component in UPHCP-II


A significant increase in awareness on many healthcare issues has been revealed in
end line compared to baseline; some cases the difference almost doubled. For
Example, there had been notable increase in awareness among adult respondent about
field level campaign on health services compared to baseline.
Figure: Awareness about the field level campaign on health services
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Health care seeking behavior is changing and health consciousness is increasing at all
level, even among the poor. For Example, it can be seen from the graph below that
seeking treatment from UPHCP clinics has gone up from baseline to end-line.
Figure: Incidence of visiting places of healthcare services when falling sick
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All BCCM campaign activities are centered on the issues of prenatal and postnatal
cares, vaccination, acute respiratory infection and respiratory tract infection,
prevention of sexually transmitted infections, however, effects are still very poor on
the people around. For Example, visiting UPHCP-II clinics for taking treatment of
‘General diseases, Antenatal care etc. have increased from baseline.
Figure: Services for which adults visit UPHCP-II clinics



Awareness about dowry, VAW is on the rise and community people now know that
these are punishable offense. For Example, during the end line survey a small
increment in percentage of respondents is found to be aware of the case of violence to
women in their locality.
Figure: Awareness about women abuse in respondents’ locality
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Media like TV has become an important source for community people to receive
healthcare related information. But motivational message through ‘TV’ had declined
in end-line from baseline. However, such message through field workers marked an
increase in the end line.

Fig: Preferred media for adult through which respomdnets would to receive these messages
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Very negligible percentages of adolescent respondents have heard the radio
advertisement and watched TV commercials/advertisements and the drama serial
‘Gari Cholena.’ The overall interventional activities could make very small impact as
far as the percentage of the respondents is concerned. For Example, among all the
adult respondents only 14.1 % are aware about the TV serial “Gari Cholena”.
Figure: Awareness about TV serial named ‘Gari Cholena’
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Awareness of diseases like tuberculosis, STI/RTI, HIV/AIDS, gonorrhea, syphilis etc.
has increased to some extent, although impact of the campaign and counseling
activities is not at the expected level. For example, adult respondent’s awareness
about sexually transmitted infection has been increased which is shown in the
following figure.
Figure: Knowledge about sexually transmitted Infection
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The overall finding is that health related knowledge of the target population is increasing, but
practices have been limited to accessibility of service, cost, and time involved, and for these
reasons, still many people do not visit the clinics.
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Annexure – XII

Monitoring Formats and Tools
for
BCCM Activities under UPHCP-II
To be used by: BCCP
Background Information
Location
of Clinic:
NGO
Name:

District :
Region:

Date(s) of
visit:
Monitored
by:

Designation

Monitoring Formats
Task status
(Circle if
task is done)

Format # 01
Current
BCCM
Intervention
s
(Campaign)
performed

Score

Format #
03

Format #
04

Current
BCCM
Intervention
s (Counsel)
Performed

BCCM
Materials
Register
review

Clinic
BCCM
Environme
nt

Score

Score

Score

Format # 02

Format #
05

Format #
06

Format #
07

Format #
08

Format #
09

Clinic
BCCM
issues

Counseling

Client
Satisfactio
n

Communit
y Group
meeting

Technical
Assistance
provided

Score

Score

Score

Total score

Score

Circle the Formats # 01- 09 which are completed.

TOTAL SCORE (Formats # 01- 09) =
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Format # 01.

Monitoring Status of Current Behavior Change Communication and Marketing
(BCCM) Interventions
Review Period: _____________ (preceding quarter of the monitoring visit)
Review method: Review and discussion
Projection fully achieved=score 2; Projection partially achieved=score 1; Projection not achieved=score 0)

Sl. No.

Achievement
Clinic’s planned activities for
BCCM Campaign in the
preceding quarter

Score

Projection

Health education session
Total #
of BCCM
activities

1.

2.
3.

Coverage
# of
persons

Total #
of BCCM
activities

Coverage
# of
persons

Personal Hygiene, Housing
Sanitation & Safe Water
Nutrition/Iodine/Iron/Protein-energy
Malnutrition

(Macro & Micro Nutrition)
Family Planning

4.

Safe Motherhood

5.

Breast Feeding, Complementary
Feeding, Child Feeding

6.

Immunization/EPI, Maternal TT

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Acute Respiratory Infection (ARI),
Diarrhea/Dysentery
RTI/STI/HIV/AIDS
Violence Against Women
Tuberculosis & Leprosy
Environmental & Occupational
Health Hazard
Eye Care
Adolescent Health
Iodized Salt Promotion
Others (specify)

17.
18.
19.
20.

Meeting with WPHCCC
Meeting on VAW
Meeting with slum leaders
Meeting with user forum

Comments/findings on BCCM Plan /Does the Plan reflect activities for all Essential Health
services: (Maternal Health, Family Planning, Permanent and Long Term Method (PLTM), Child
Health, Adolescent Health including special events, Advocacy, Community Mobilization, other
promotional activities, plus services for the Poor with emphasis on Nutrition, Equity and Gender
issues, Violence Against Women (VAW), Communicable Diseases, STIs, HIV/AIDS, Environment
health
Format # 01 Total
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Format # 02

BCCM Materials Register review checklist
Method: Review and discussion
Name and designation of the person present during reviewing
Register:__________________________
Sl.
#

Name of BCCM materials
received/ produced preceding
quarter

1.

Quantity
received and
date

Quantity
distributed to the
Service Providers
or others with
date

Balance

Comments

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
Review the folder of BCCM materials guideline and write the name(s) of guideline(s) of BCCM
materials that are available in the folder:

Overall comments on maintenance of BCCM materials register and BCCM materials preservation as
well as distribution
(Maximum Score= 5)

Format # 02 Total Score=

56

Format # 03
Monitoring of Clinic BCCM Environment
Source: Inside and outside clinic
Method: Observation
SL

Observation Indicators

Obtain score for completion

A: Inside the Clinic
1

2

3

4
5

Yes mostly
appropriately

2

Yes partly
appropriately

1

No

0

Yes mostly

2

Yes partly

1

No

0

Yes

2

No

0

Not available

-1

Not functioning

-1

Yes

2

No

0

Yes

2

No

0

Does the Clinic Signboard conform to design and
specifications?

Yes

2

No

0

Level of visibility of the Clinic signboard

Fully visible

2

Partly visible

1

Poorly visible

0

Fully visible

2

Partly visible

1

Poorly visible

0

Yet to be placement

-1

Display of BCCM materials inside the waiting room

Display of BCCM materials appropriately in the other rooms

VCP/VCD/TV are being played for clients

Adequate sitting arrangement for clients in waiting room
Price list of services is visible to all clients

B: Outside the Clinic
6

7

8

If partially or poorly visible, what are the reasons?
Note below:

9

Placement of the directional signs of the clinic

Format # 03 Total Score=

57

Format # 04

Monitoring of Clinic BCCM issues
Participants: Either CM, Paramedic, Counselor, or any clinic / field staff
Method: Review and Discussion
SL

Discussion Issues

1

Were there any discussion issues in relation to BCCM at the clinic’s staff meeting held last
meeting and if yes, what were the discussion issues? (note below):

2

Were there any discussion issues in relation to BCCM at the management level meeting held
recently and if yes, what were the discussion issues? (note below):

3

4

5

6

7

What results did you achieve from the local BCCM Campaign’? (Explain in details especially
Success Stories)

Whether community campaign/meeting register is being maintained and regularly updated

Whether the ‘Poor Service Recipients’ Register’ is being maintained and regularly updated

Whether there were any meetings with GOB, other NGOs, and what BCCM issues were
discussed

Whether Community Groups are functional according to TOR
(Note # of meetings in last quarter)

Score & Comments
Yes=1

No=0

Yes=1

No=0

Yes=1

No=0

Yes=1

No=0

Yes=1

No=0

Yes=1

No=0

Yes=1

No=0
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8

Whether there are any suggestions/ need for new BCCM materials/ activities
(Note below):

Poor Service Recipients

11

Score

Are all the Poor and Very Poor identified
by the clinic and list is updated?

Yes

1

No

0

Are the Poor given free services among
the red card holders in this clinic?
(Review register and write # of Poor and # of Very Poor served
during last quarter)

Yes

1

No

0

Are the Poor given free medicine in this
clinic?
(Review register and write # of Poor and # of Very Poor served
during last quarter)

Yes

1

No

0

Yes

1

No

0

9

1o

Options

12
Note below:

13
Note below:

Are there any promotional activities
especially for the Poor?

Are there any suggestions/ need for
new BCCM materials/ activities
especially for the Poor?

Format # 04 Total Score=

59

Format # 05

Monitoring of Counseling
Source: Counseling session
Method : Observation
Sl#

Indicator

Options

1

Did the Counselor greet the client
appropriately?

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Did the Counselor ask the client
about her/his problem(s)?

Did the Counselor listen attentively to
the client?

Did the Counselor tell the client
about the options?

Did the Counselor use BCCM
materials during the session?

Did the Counselor help the client to
take a decision?

Did the Counselor explain to the
client about the services/treatment?

Was the counseling session
interactive?

Did the Counselor give and explain
the BCCM materials to the client?

Was there visual and auditory
privacy during the counseling?

Score

Write overall Comments from the observation:

Format # 05 Total Score=
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Format # 06

Monitoring of Client Satisfaction

Client/Service recipient (Exit Interview)

Name: ........................................................................................................................

Age: ..................

Address: ................................................................................................ .......................
Sl#

What is the name of this clinic?
1

2

Options

Indicators

What is the number of your visit this clinic for
health service?

Who advised you to visit this clinic or how you
came to know about this clinic? (Note below for
“others option”) :

Score (circle)

Rangdhunu Clinic
UPHCP clinic/ Urban clinic
Government hospital/clinic
Private hospital/clinic
Smiling Sun clinic
Others

A
B
C
D
E
F

Visited 1st time

1

Visited 2nd time

2

Visited 3rd time or more

3

Local Level BCCM activity

A

BCCM print materials

B
C

Billboard/sign board

D

TV & Radio Ad/drama

E

Neighbors/friends

F

Health worker
Others:
3

4

5

For what problem you have visited this clinic?
(Write below for ‘Others’ option)

Did you get your desired service?

Are you satisfied with the services?

Child health

X
A

Maternal health

B

Family Planning

C

Adolescent health

D

RTI/STI

E

Violence against Women

F

Communicable Diseases

G

Other Diseases/services

X

Fully

2

Partially

1

Not at all (Skip to Q-10)

0

Fully satisfied (Skip Q-7)

2
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6

Partially satisfied

1

Not satisfied

0

Yes

1

No

0

If partially or not satisfied, what are the reasons?
(Note below ) :

7

Did they show you any BCCM material (Leaflet,
Brochure, Flip Chart etc.) when you were in the
clinic?

8

Did you receive any BCCM material or did they
provide you any BCCM materials?

9

If received/provided; check type of materials?

10

If Q # 4 is “not at all” then ask why he/she did
not receive services? (Note below for “others
option”) :

Yes
No (Skip to Q – 11)

11

Do you know what are the services available in
this clinic? (Note below for “others option”):

BCCP’s BCCM materials
Material of other sources
Could not see (explain reason)

0
2
1
0

Service not available

-1

Provider not available
Others:

-1
-1

Child health

A

Maternal health
Family Planning

B
C

Adolescent health

D

RTI/STI

E

Violence against Women
Communicable Diseases
Other Diseases/services
12

13

Which service centers you will choose if any of
your family members becomes sick?

Do you have any suggestion for the further
improvement of this Clinic? (Note below for
“others option”):

1

F
G
X

UPHCP clinic
Government hospital/clinic
Private hospital/clinic
Smiling Sun clinic
Others
Promote clinic service
Appoint qualified doctor
Provide free medicine

C
D
E
Good behavior of service provider
F
Don’t know/ No response
Y
Others
X
Did you participate/attend any meeting or entertainment program on health issues organized by this Clinic? Roughly
how many people participated? (Record in details) If not go to Q-19
Provide free service
Good sitting arrangement

14
15

Did you like that program?

Yes

1
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16

Why did you like/dislike? (Record in details)

17

Were you shown any BCCM materials?

No

0

Yes

1

No
18

19

20

Were you given any BCCM materials?

Do you think this Clinic provides services for
violence against women

Do you think this Clinic provides services to the
poor?

Yes

0
1

No

0

Yes

1

No

0

Yes
No

1
0

21

What other information do people need to help/motivate them to come to this clinic? (Note below):

22

Would you kindly suggest us how to provide this information to the people at the local level to make them go to the
clinic

Format # 06 Total Score=

63

Format # 07
Monitoring of Community Group Meeting

Sl#
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Source: Scheduled community group meeting
Method : Observation
Indicator
Options
Did the Facilitator convey greetings to the
group members?

Did the Facilitator clarify the meeting
objectives?

Did the Facilitator use BCCM materials during
the group meeting?

Did the Facilitator listen to the group
members?

Did the Facilitator ensure group members’
participation?

Was the group meeting interactive/lively?

Was the size of the group appropriate?

Was the sitting arrangement appropriate?

Was the venue comfortable for the
participants?

Did the facilitator summing up the meeting

Score

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Yes, very good

2

Good

1

Not at all

0

Output of the group meeting (commitment, willing to visit UPHCP etc.)
Write overall Comments from the observation:
Format # 07 Total Score=

64

Format # 08
Monitoring of Advocacy Committee

Source: WPHCCC
Method: Discussion
Name:
Address:

Sl.
No
1.

Indicator

Option

Score
(circle)

Did you attend the WPHCC orientation? (keep record)

2.

How many participants attended the orientation? Who are they?
/ Who are the members of the WPHCCC? (Record in details)

3.

What were the main discussion issues in the orientation? (Record in details)

Which services are providing from the Rangdhunu clinic?
4.
5.

Are you attending in the regular meeting of the WPHCCC? (keep record)

6.

What are the responsibilities of WPHCCC? (Record in details)

7.

Did you perform/ support in any activities for the program, if no, why not. If yes,
what were these?

8.

Are you satisfied with the quality of services of the Ranghdhunu Clinic?
(whether it is yes or not, keep record)

9.

Have you any suggestion for more effectiveness of the WPHCCC? (Record in
details)
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Format # 09

Technical Assistance Format (TAF)
(Monitoring personnel will be responsible to provide TA to the clinic as he/she finds issues to be
addressed. TA on addressed issues should be written in the space for applicable indicators)

Indicators
(Specify/Describe areas of Technical Assistance Covered)

SL. #
1.

Technical Assistance on local level BCCM campaign plan implementation:

2.

Hands-on guidance on Interpersonal Communication & Counseling:

3.

Hands-on briefing on BCC & Marketing:

4.

Hands-on demonstration on effective use of BCC materials:

5.

Hands-on discussion on effective conduction of group meeting:

6.

Hands-on monitoring of Local level BCCM activities for the clinic:

7.

Hands-on guidance on proper dissemination of messages:

8.

Other TA, please specify:

TOTAL SCORE=

Training received
Method: Review and discussion:
Name and designation of the person present during reviewing:

Sl.No. Name of the
training organized by BCCP
1.
BCC/M training
2.

# of staff received
training

# of staff retained in the
project

IPC training
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Annexure – XIII

Major Monitoring Findings
1.

– Almost all of the visited clinics had no yearly, quarterly or monthly local level
BCCM plan, but they have been preparing individual plan only; which was
not prepared by analyzing market.
– Special events and special campaign for the poor were not reflected in the
individual plan.

Recommendations
– Should prepare yearly, quarterly, monthly and individual local level BCCM
plan by analyzing market: catchments population, potential market, actual
market etc. and effective intervention of different BCCM initiatives.
– Consistency needs to be maintained among the yearly, quarterly, monthly and
individual local level BCCM plans.
– Should prepare plan in association with BCC staffs.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– A draft copy of comprehensive guideline on preparing and implementing local
level BCCM plan has been introduced and explained in details to the BCC
staff.

2.

Some of the visited clinics maintained record of BCCM materials in the stationery
register irregularly although most of the clinics did not update or use individual
register for BCC materials.

Recommendations
– Each clinic should maintain separate BCC register for keeping record of the
BCC materials.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Suggested to maintain a simple separate register for BCCM materials and
update that regularly.
– Explained on how to monitor utilization of BCC materials by using this
register.
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3.

Most of the clinics did not display BCC materials in the waiting room and other
rooms as per guideline provided by BCCP.

Recommendations
– Relevant BCC materials should display in all the respective rooms as per
guideline
– BCC materials/poster of old events or old programs needs to be removed from
the clinics wall.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Demonstrated where and how to display BCC materials
– Suggested to display BCC materials at the level where eyes focus easily.
4.

Half of the CD/DVD players of total CD/DVD players in the visited clinics were
not functioning.

Recommendations
– Necessary initiatives should be taken to make the CD/DVD/TV in order so
that promotional activities could be carried out.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Demonstrated how to organize a video show that could be effective for the
program.
5.

Most of the visited clinics painted and erected the clinic signboard and limited
number of directional signboard as per guideline/design.

Recommendations
– More directional signboards should be erected as soon as possible.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Required number of directional signboards should be painted and erected.
6.

Almost all the clinics didn’t print rickshaw tin plate.

Recommendations
– Rickshaw tin plates should be printed and distributed as soon as possible.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Suggested to print and distribute rickshaw tin plate for campaign of
“Rainbow” clinic as per guideline provided by BCCP.
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7.

Most of the PA Units didn’t distribute some of the BCC materials like campaign
guideline, flipchart and advocacy guideline etc. among the clinics properly. As a
result, clinic staffs were not aware of those BCC materials.

Recommendations
– BCC materials provided by BCCP should be distributed to clinics a
regularly/time list.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Suggested to share all the BCC materials in the staff meeting and distribute
them to the respective staff.

8.

Most of the visited PA Units didn’t print prototype of 6 BCC materials (ANC and
ARI brochure, poster on long term and permanent method, EPI reminder card and
service promotional leaflet) provided by BCCP.

Recommendations
– Necessary initiative should be taken for printing of the six types of BCC
material for which BCCP supplied prototype.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Suggested to print the BCC materials immediately as per prototype and
guideline.

9.

Register for community campaign/ meeting had been maintained.

Recommendations
– Practice should be continued.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Suggested to continue the practice.

10. All the poor and very poor identified by the clinic
– Poor patient register is updated and services are provided among the poor.
Recommendations
– Practice should be continued.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Suggested to continue the practice.
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11. Poor patients suggested to distribute different type of pictorial BCC materials
among them while conducting BCCM activities.
Recommendations
– Pictorial BCC materials should be procured and distributed among poor
patients.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Suggested to print pictorial BCC materials as per prototype provided by
BCCP and distribute these among patients.

12. Most of PA Units yet to brand the Ambulance with Rainbow logo.
Recommendations
– Ambulance should be branded with Rainbow logo as per prototype.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Requested to brand the ambulance with the Rainbow logo as per specification.

13. Counseling sessions conducted by the paramedics and counselors:
– Counselors are less active in taking clients feedback, use of BCC materials,
maintaining privacy and providing detail information to the clients, cordial
greeting, more explanation, participation and use of BCC materials also.
Recommendations
– Counseling session should be conducted appropriately.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Discussed importance of counseling
– Explained GATHER approach
– Demonstrated a counseling session using BCC materials
– Suggested the trained counselors/paramedics to share the IPC/C knowledge
and skills with other team members
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14. Lack of knowledge on BCCM activities of newly promoted/recruited service
promoters and field supervisors.
Recommendations
– Orientation on BCCM activities needs to be provided and responsibilities need
to be explained to the newly promoted/ recruited service promoters/field
supervisors.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Discussed the different issues of BCCM activities.

15. Insufficient flipchart for conducting BCCM sessions by all the service promoters
and providers.
Recommendations
– Required number of flipchart should be procured.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Discussed on how to use flipchart
– Suggested to use flipchart in every PHCC and CRHCC team by rotation as per
prepared plan.

16. Most of the group meetings were conducted appropriately, although in some cases
they were less active to use BCC materials and taking feedback.
Recommendations
– BCC materials should be used in the group meeting sessions
– Feedback needs to be taken in the group meeting sessions.
Technical Assistance (TA) provided
– Demonstrated group meeting session
– Discussed importance of using BCCM materials
– Requested to conduct group meetings as demonstrated.
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Annexure – XIV

Status of Achievements
of BCCM Component as per Work Plan
from July 2007 to October 2011
Sl. no. in
original
implementation
plan

Targeted Activities

Status

Remarks

PHASE-1: INCEPTION
1

Team building, set up office, staff recruitment
and orientation

Done

2

Finalize work plan and other plans

Done

3

Prepare and submit inception report

Done

PHASE - 2 : IMPLEMENTATION
4

Situation Analysis and Strategic Design

5

Conduct stocktaking and review existing
literature

Done

6

Conduct formative Research on KAP, CEA
and TNA for BCC

Done

7

Conduct a consultative meeting

Done

8

Define the BCC objectives

Done

9

Develop BCC/M strategy, share and review
the strategy

Done

10

Identify media channel

Done

11

Organize strategy sharing workshop

Done

12

Strategy finalized and approved

Done

13

Develop and review draft protocol

Done

14

Protocol finalized & approved

Done

Capacity Building and Training:
15

Review existing UPHCP curricula

Done

16

Design and develop 4 day BCC/M training
curriculum

Done

17

Pretest and finalize curriculum through TOT

Done

18

Conduct BCC/M training

Done
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Sl. no. in
original
implementation
plan

Targeted Activities

Status

19

Design and develop 4 day IPC/C training
curriculum

Done

20

Pretest and finalize the curriculum and
conduct TOT

Done

21

Conduct IPC/C training

Done

22

Develop 2 day Psychosocial & Life Skills
training curricula

Done

23

Pretest and finalize the curriculum

Done

24

Develop and pretest peer educator's guide

Done

25

Produce peer educator's guide

Done

26

Facilitate training/experience sharing visit in
the region

Done

27

Facilitate training for Sr. staff

Done

Remarks

Advocacy & Community Mobilization
28

Set up functional technical advisory groups

Done

29

Provide TA to Technical Advisory Groups

Done

30

Review materials, develop Advocacy Kit
and pretest

Done

31

Finalize the Kit

Done

32

Print the Project Advocacy Kit

Done

33

Orientation for Clinic Advisory Committee/
Ward Primary Health Care Coordination
Committee (WPHCCC), public and
stakeholders

Done

34

Advocacy meeting with PH care providers
of MoHFW, LGED etc.

35

Conduct FSC

Done

36

Hold regular update meetings

Done

37

Conduct meetings with Female WC & other
influential women on VAW

Done

38

Develop a guideline for BCC staff on
dialogues/orientation sessions

Done

Dropped
during second
revision due to
changed
situation
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Sl. no. in
original
implementation
plan

Targeted Activities

Status

39

Organize orientation for formal/
informal/religious/ opinion leaders

Done

40

Orientation with leaders of urban slums,
clubs and CBOs

Done

41

Prepare and submit workshop/orientation
reports

Done

42

Develop advocacy video on best
practices/success stories

43

Assist the NGOs to establish Community
Information Centers (CICs)/users forum and
orient the link person

Done

44

On site orientation for CIC/users forum link
persons/volunteers

Done

45

Cooperation and liaison with other HEP &
local partners of UPHCP-II

Done

46

Develop advocacy video for policy people

Done

47

Provide regular information to update
UPHCP-II website

Done

Remarks

No budget was
there. However
the purpose was
served in the
advocacy video
at sl. no. 46 as
best practices
was included

Campaign for Branding, Create
Awareness and Demand
Stage 1 : Positioning and agenda setting
48

Organize and conduct Message Development
Workshop

Done

49

Design, develop and pretest logo

Done

50

Logo finalized and approved as integral
part of promotional materials

Done

51

Design brand positioning campaign
message/materials

Done

52

Develop media placement/campaign plan

Done

53

Produce and pretest 2 TVC, 2 Radio spots
and 1 billboard on brand positioning

Done
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Sl. no. in
original
implementation
plan

Targeted Activities

Status

54

Get approval for UPHCP and IEC
Technical committee

Done

55

Develop rickshaw tin plate, pretest and
finalized

Done

56

Develop prototype standard clinic sign

Done

57

Develop standard branding for Ambulance

Done

58

Develop prototype standard clinic
signboards & satellite clinic banner

Done

59

Develop and pretest print materials (poster,
leaflet stickers and badges)

Done

60

Launching National and regional campaign

Done

61

Airing of TVCs and RDCs

Done

62

Placement of Billboards

Done

63

Placement of other below the line and print
materials

Done

Remarks

Prototype sent
to all PA units

Stage 2: Positive Role Modeling
64

Conduct Design Document workshop on TV
Drama serial

Done

65

Develop creative briefs for TVCs on health
messages

66

Conceptualize print materials (poster/leaflet,
dangler, flipchart and brochures)

Done

67

Conceptualize Audio song

Done

68

Conceptualize local media (street drama, pot
songs etc.)

Done

69

Develop & finalize posters, leaflets and dangler

Done

70

Production & pretest 13 episode TV drama serial

Done

71

Get approval from UPHCP and IEC
technical committee on TV Drama

Done

72

Find out sponsors for airing Drama serial

Done

73

Produce 3 TVCs

This activity
has been
dropped for
new activities

This activity
has been
dropped for
new activities
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Sl. no. in
original
implementation
plan

Targeted Activities

Status

74

Produce poster, leaflet, dangler, flipchart and
brochure

Done

75

Develop and produce Audio song CD

Done

76

Develop script/guidelines for local media
(street drama, pot songs)

Done

77

Airing of TV Drama serials

Done

78

Broadcasting of TVCs through local cable
channels at community

Done

79

Placement of Billboards

Done

80

Distribute print materials

Done

81

Distribute audio song CDs

Done

82

Distribute scripts and guidelines on street
drama/pot songs

Done

Remarks

Stage 3: Striving for sustainability
83

Develop creative briefs for TVCs with
anecdotes

This activity
has been
dropped for
new activities

84

Conceptualize print materials (poster,
leaflets and stickers)

Done

85

Review existing billboards

Done

86

Design guidelines on special PROJECT
JOLT

87

Design guidelines for observing the special days

88

Produce and pretest TVCs with anecdotes

89

Get approval from UPHCP and IEC
technical committee

90

Produce print materials ( poster, leaflets and
stickers)

Done

91

Redesign billboards

Done

92

Provide on job orientation on special JOLT
and to special days

93

Airing of TVCs with anecdotes through TV

This activity
has been
dropped for
new activities
Done
This activity
has been
dropped for
new activities

This activity
has been
dropped for
new activities
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Sl. no. in
original
implementation
plan

Targeted Activities

Status

94

Renew of brand positioning TVCs

Done

95

Replacement of Billboards

Done

96

Distribute print materials

Done

97

Provide TA to assist in organizing Special
JOLT and special days

98

Observe special days/special events related
to health and population

Done

99

Video at urban slum areas

Done

100

Organize video show at urban slum areas

Done

101

Organize JOLT with service promotion &
customer satisfaction

102

Monitoring and Supervision:

103

Develop monitoring and evaluation plans

Done

104

Share the monitoring plan with PMU and
finalize

Done

105

Develop formats and tools to monitor BCC
activities

Done

106

Develop reporting formats and establish
MIS on BCC/M

Done

Remarks

This activity
has been
dropped for
new activities

This activity
has been
dropped for
new activities

Provided
support to
include BCCM
component in
the MIS format
of PMU. Also
BCCMs MIS
needs were
served through
collection of
BCCM related
data during
monitoring
visits by the
Technical
Officers using
standard
checklist
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Sl. no. in
original
implementation
plan

Targeted Activities

Status

Remarks

108

Carry out periodic monitoring visit to City
Corporations

Done

109-111

Prepare and send program and financial
reports

Done

112

Establish system to facilitate intervention &
minimize problems

Done

Through
monitoring visit

113

Conduct need based periodic study on
behavior change

Done

Through
monitoring
visit and joint
visits with
PMU and
MS&T Firm

114

Prepare and submit monitoring report

Done

115

Conduct mid-term evaluation/assessment

Done

116

Prepare and submit report

Done

117

Conduct Dissemination session

Done

118

Organize annual stakeholder review

Done

Three
stakeholder
review
meetings held
on three
occasions

PHASE -3 EVALUATION AND CLOSE
OUT
Evaluation and Close out:
119

Conduct impact evaluation

Done

120

Prepare report and submit to UPHCP

Done
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Miscellaneous
Sl. No.

Targeted Activities

Status

Remarks

16 issues produced

1.

Develop and disseminate a quarterly
newsletter highlighting project activities

Done

2.

Organize and conduct Advances in Family
Health & Social Communication Workshop

Done

3.

Advocacy and Social Mobilization
Workshop at Cox's Bazar

Done

4.

Organize and conduct Message and Theme
Development Workshop

Done

Some activities were dropped from original implementation plan and instead proposed some
new activities considering program need and financial issue. These changes were made with
due concurrence of concerned authorities.
Activities dropped from original implementation plan are given below:

Sl.
no.

Targeted Activities

Sl. no. in
original
implementation
plan

Remarks

1.

Advocacy meeting with PH care
providers of MoHFW, LGED etc.

34

Dropped during second
revision due to changed
situation

2.

Develop advocacy video on best
practices/success stories

42

No budget was there.
However the purpose was
served in the advocacy
video

3.

Develop creative briefs for TVCs on
health messages

65

This activity has been
dropped for new activities

4.

Produce 3 TVCs

73

This activity has been
dropped for new activities

5.

Develop creative briefs for TVCs with
anecdotes

83

This activity has been
dropped for new activities

6.

Design guidelines on special PROJECT
JOLT

86

This activity has been
dropped for new activities

7.

Produce and pretest TVCs with anecdotes

88

8.

Get approval from UPHCP and IEC
Technical Committee

89

This activity has been
dropped for new activities

9.

Provide on job orientation on special
JOLT and to special days

92

10.

Airing of TVCs with anecdotes through TV

93

This activity has been
dropped for new activities
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Sl.
no.

Targeted Activities

Sl. no. in
original
implementation
plan

Remarks

11.

Provide TA to assist in organizing Special
JOLT and special days

97

This activity has been
dropped for new activities

12.

Organize JOLT with service promotion
& customer satisfaction

101

This activity has been
dropped for new activities

New activities with status of implementation are given below:
Sl. No.

Activities

Status

Remarks

16 issues
produced

1.

Develop and disseminate a quarterly newsletter highlighting
project activities

Done

2.

Dissemination of message through LED TV throughout the
project period

Done

3.

Arrange Press Conference on airing of the TV Drama Serial

Done

4.

Publish advertisement in a daily newspaper on airing of the
TV Drama Serial Gari Chole Na

Done

5.

Airing advertisement through TV cable channel on airing of
the TV Drama Serial Gari Chole Na

Done

6.

Airing advertisement through FM band on airing of the TV
Drama Serial Gari Chole Na

Done

7.

Produce and distribute print materials on TV Drama Serial

Done

8.

Organize road show on airing of the TV Drama Serial

Done

9.

Airing TVCs in December 2011

Done

10.

Produce and distribute Desk Calendars on UPHCP-II to all
stakeholders

Done
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Annexure – XV

Photographs of some major activities
and of some documents

Campaign of Logo Launching Ceremony through mini truck

Participants of Advances Workshop at Comilla

81

Participants of IPC&C Training

Participants of BCCM Training

82

Participants of Design Document Workshop

Participants of Message & Theme Development Workshop

83

Certificate distribition ceremoney among Participants of IPC Training

A part of Participants of Future Search Conference

84

Participants of Advocacy & Social Mobilization Workshop

Orientation of Slam leader and representative of Poor peole

85

Campaign materials (Pakha) of UPHCP Clinic

Cover page of Note Pad
86

Advocacy ToolKit

Awareness Booklet on VAW
87

Guideline of UPHCP Advocacy Toolkit

Comprehensive Flipchart
88

Service Branding Poster

BDwcGBPwmwc-2
eª¨vÛ cwRkwbs K¨v‡¤úBb MvBWjvBb

wØZxq Avievb c ÖvBgvix †nj_& †Kqvi cÖKí, ¯’vbxq miKvi wefvM, ¯’vbxq miKvi, cj −x Dbœqb I mgevq g š¿Yvjq

Brand Positioning Campaign Guideline
89

Service Branding Sticker

Ambulance of UPHCP-II
90

EPI Information Card with Colander

Family Planning Photo Frame
91

Service Promotion Leaflet

Nutrition Card
92

Brochure on ARI

93

Maternal Care Brochure
94

Brochure on Child Health Care

95

ARH Brochure
96

Long-Term Method Poster

Permanent Method Poster
97

Brochure on STI/RTI
98

Billboard

Sticker

Badge
99

Clinic signboard of CRHCC

Clinic signboard of PHCC

100

Directional signboard of CRHCC

Directional signboard of PHCC

101

Campaign Guideline of TV Drama “Gari Chole Na”

DVD Cover of TV Drama “Gari Chole Na”

102

Promotional Leaflet on Special Service Week

Leaflet on Special Service Delivery Week
103

104

105

wØZxq Avievb cÖvBgvix †nj_& †Kqvi cÖKí (BDwcGBPwmwc-2)

AvšÍte¨w³K †hvMv‡hvM I KvD‡Ýwjs welqK

cÖwk¶Y KvwiKzjvg
b‡f¤^i 2008

BDwcGBPwmwcÕi c‡¶
evsjv‡`k †m›Uvi di KwgDwb‡Kkb †cÖvMÖvgm& KZ…©K cÖ¯‘ZK…Z

Submitted by:

BangladeshCenter for Communication Programs (BCCP)
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Annexure – XVI

List of Deliverables
List of Deliverables under BCCM Component of UPHCP-II
1.

Inception report

2.

Research report on BCCM assessment

3.

BCCM strategy

4.

BCCM training curriculum

5.

IPC/C training curriculum

6.

Psychosocial life skills training curriculum and Peer educator’s guideline

7.

Advocacy Kit with materials

8.

Script of Street Drama

9.

Comprehensive discussion/ orientation guideline

10.

Advocacy video

11.

Quarterly news letters

12.

Design of service branding logo

13.

Prototype of message/ materials

14.

Two TVCs

15.

Two RDCs

16.

Design of billboards on service branding logo

17.

Design of Ambulance branding with logo

18.

Campaign guidelines

19.

Poster on service branding logo

20.

Leaflet on services

21.

Sticker on service branding logo

22.

Logo badges

23.

Design document of TV drama serial

24.

13-episode of TV drama serial

25.

Posters on TV drama serial

26.

Leaflets on TV drama serial

27.

CDs with audio songs

28.

Flipcharts
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29.

Take away materials with health messages

30.

Progress reports

31.

Mid-term assessment report

32.

Dissemination workshop report

33.

End-line evaluation report

34.

KABP Survey Report

35.

BCCM Training Report

36.

IPC&C Training Report

37.

Message and Theme Development Workshop Reports (2 report)

38.

Advances Workshop Report

39.

Advocacy and Social Mobilization Workshop Report

40.

WPHCC Orientation Report

41.

FSC Report

42.

VAW Orientation Report

43.

Slum Leader’s Orientation Report

44.

Formal/Informal Leader’s Orientation Report
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Annexure –XVII

Location of UPHCP-II Billboards
(Upto December, 2011)
1. BNS Center Uttara - Dhaka
2. Mirpur 10 - Dhaka
3. Rayer Bazar (Bery badh) - Dhaka
4. Dhalpur Community Center - Dhaka
5. Shutrapur, Loharpole - Dhaka
6. Cornel Hat Bus stand - Chittagong
7. Karnofuli EPZ- Chittagong
8. Dewan Hat Center - Chittagong
9. Chandgao Center - Chittagong
10. Launch ghat (Shapla Point) - Barishal
11. Rupatoli Bus stand - Barishal
12. Notullabad Bus stand - Barishal
13. Goriyar Par (Rendi Tola) - Barishal
14. Khalishpur new road - Khulna
15. Boikali Point - Khulna
16. Boira - Khulna
17. Shona danga Bus stand - Khulna
18. Postal academy (Zia Park) - Rajshahi
19. Choto Bongram - Rajshahi
20. Tultuli para - Rajshahi
21. Kashiyadanga Center - Rajshahi
22. Humayan Rashid Spot - Sylhet
23. Dhopa dighir par (Shishu park) - Sylhet
24. Tilagor point - Sylhet
25. Bagbari - Sylhet
26. Madhodi Bus stand -Norshingdi
27. Savar Pouroshova - Savar
28. Tomchom Bridge Bus stand - Comilla
29. Sirajgong poroshova - Sirajgong
30. Char matha - Bogra
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Annexure – XVIII

Particulars of Different Workshops, Trainings,
Orientations organized by BCCM Firm under UPHCP-II
Message & Theme Development Workshops
Total Workshops - 2
Venue
- BARD, Comilla
Total Participants - 62
First Workshop:
Duration - January 5-10, 2008
Total Participants - 30
Category of Participants:
Clinic Manager - 4
Medical Officer - 1
Field Supervisor - 3
Counselor
- 5
Service Promoter - 5
Outreach Worker - 4
BCC Worker
- 2
Health Worker
- 1
Creative Person - 5

Second Workshop:
Duration - November 7-11, 2010
Total Participants - 32
Category of Participants:
PMU Representative - 1
Clinic Manager
- 5
Field Supervisor
- 6
Counselor
- 5
Service Promoter
- 4
Outreach Worker
- 5
Health Worker
- 1
Creative Person
- 5

Advances Workshop
Venue - BARD, Comilla
Duration - MAY 11-22, 2008
Total Participants - 26
Category of Participants:
PMU
- 1
PIU
- 1
PM of PA
- 24
Advocacy and Social Mobilization Workshop
Venue - Motel Shaibal, Cox’s Bazar
Duration - April 3-7, 2009
Total Participants - 30
Category of Participants:
PMU
- 7
PIU
- 11
PA
- 12
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Design Document Workshop
Venue - Hotel Summer Palace, Baridhara, Dhaka
Duration - April 20-22, 2009
Total Participants - 25
Category of Participants:
PMU
- 3
PA
- 12
Client
- 4
Creative person - 6
Behavior Change Communication and Marketing (BCCM) Training
Duration - February 28-December 03, 2009
Total Batches - 6
Total Participants - 197
Category of Participants:
Field Supervisor - 149
Service Promoter - 44
Health Worker
- 4
Interpersonal Communication and Counseling (IPC&C) Training
Duration - February 22-May 27, 2009
Total Batches - 16
Total Participants - 389
Category of Participants:
Counselor
- 187
Paramedic
- 177
Nurse
- 10
Pharmacist
- 13
BCC Worker
- 2
Ward Primary Health Care Coordination Committee (WPHCCC) Members Orientation
Duration
Total batches
Total participants
Participant’s category

-

October 28, 2008-February 12, 2009
30
862
Member of WPHCCCs (Mayor, male & female counselors,
NGO worker, slum leaders/representatives and community
leaders from different committee members of PHCC &
CRHCCC)

Future Search Conference (FSC)
Duration
Total FSCs
Total participants
Participant’s category

-

January 15-April 23, 2009
9
516
representative from Slum, PIU, PA, mass media, NGO, WPHCCC,
local leader, service provider, female leader
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Orientation on Gender and Violence against Women (VAW) issues
Duration
Total batches
Total participants
Participant’s category
Total ward counselor

-

May 05-June 30, 2009
32
964
Female ward counselor, doctor, SP, Paramedic, counselor, teacher,
NGO representative, GOB officials, women slum leader etc.
- 55

Orientation with Slum Leaders
Duration
Total batches
Total participants
Participant’s category

-

December 29, 2009-February 07, 2010
24
608
Urban Slum Leaders, Club Leaders, Garments and other factory
Supervisors and Workers

Orientation with Formal/Informal Leaders
Duration
Total batches
Total participants
Participant’s category

-

February 22-May 04, 2010
64
1,920
formal/informal leaders, religious leaders and opinion leaders

User Forum Workshop
Total batches
Total participants

- 4
- 200

Overseas Trainings:
Study tour for Enriching Behavior Change Communication Program Experience
Total participants

- 10

Leadership in Strategic Health Communication
Total participants

- 2

Total number of participants: 5,811
Local Trainings: 5,799
Trainings
–
Workshops
–
Orientations
–

586
143
5,070

Overseas Trainings: 12
Trainings
–
Total
–

12
5,811
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Particulars of local trainings, workshops and orientations
Trainings
Total trainings
–
Total batches
–
Total participants –
•
•

6
22
586

BCCM Training
 Batches
 Participants
IPC&C Training
 Batches
 Participants

- 6
- 197
- 16
- 389

Workshops
Total workshops –
Total participants –
•
•
•
•

5
143

Message & Theme Development Workshops – 62 (30+32)
Advances Workshop – 26
Advocacy Workshop – 30
Design Document Workshop – 25

Orientations
Total orientations –
Total batches
–
Total participants –
•
•
•
•
•
•

6
163
5,070

Ward Primary Health Care Coordination Committee (WPHCCC) Members Orientation  Batches
- 30
 Participants - 862
Future Search Conference (FSC)
 Batches
- 9
 Participants - 516
Orientation on Gender and Violence against Women (VAW) issues
 Batches
- 32
 Participants - 964
Orientation with Slum Leaders
 Batches
- 24
 Participants - 608
Orientation with Formal/Informal Leaders
 Batches
- 64
 Participants - 1,920
User Forum Workshop
 Batches
- 4
 Participants - 200
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Annexure – XIX

Report on

Campaign Activities for
TV Drama Serial ‘Gari Chole Na’

June 18-October 1, 2011

Submitted by
Bangladesh Center for Communication Programs (BCCP)
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Back ground:

The Local Government Department of the Ministry of Local Government, Rural
Development and Cooperatives initiated Second Urban Primary Health Care Project
(UPHCP-II) in 1998 with the determination to minimize the death rate and cater to
the health needs of the poor people by providing primary health services and health
care among the citizens of urban areas in all six city corporations (Dhaka,
Rajshahi, Chittagong, Khulna, Barisal and Sylhet) and five municipalities (Savar,
Bogra, Sirajganj, Comilla and Madhabdi) of the country under the local
government. Under this program 27 Nagar Matri Sadan and 166 urban health care
centers are providing primary health care services for the urban dwellers especially
the poor women and children.
Bangladesh Center for Communication Programs (BCCP) is assigned to provide
BCCM services for the project to publicize image of its heath care centers among
the urban population, so that people in urban areas prefer these centers as their
first choice for health services. As such, to speed up the activities of the service
centers and to increase efficiency and integrity of the service providers and the
participation of stakeholders in all the project areas BCCP starts various
promotional activities such as BCC/M training, counseling training., future church
conference, orientation of WPHCC member, orientation of user forum member,
Logo promotion, billboard and various types of printing materials for distribution.
Beside the above activity of marketing for UPHCP supported clinics in the
municipality and in the City corporation BCCP take mass media campaign through
TV channel by popular accepted drama serial' Gari cholena'. It seems that it increases
the health seeking behaviors of the common people of the City Corporation and
municipality and they know the services avail able in the PHCC. The serial have
thirteen Episode, famous actor and actress of Bangladesh play in this drama serial
and it was directed by Animesh Ice. The famous writers Humayan Ahammed writes
the drama. The thirteen episodes cover the ESP+ services. The drama reflects Clinic
identity logo rang dhanu, the behaviors of the clinics staffs, and its facilities.
PMU assistance and cooperation:
PMU provide continuous support to BCCP for finalizing and editing the drama serial.
PMU ie. Especially PD gives utmost support for airing drama serial and approval from
IEC technical committee. PD issued a letter to all PM of 24 PA to implement selective
campaign activity during the airing of drama serial in the ATN channel and also
approved Tk.100000.00 for expenditure of campaign activity.(Letters enclosed).More
over PD verbally tell all the PM to implements the promotional activity ie Live show
of drama serial with be fitting manner that will jerk the community.
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Initiative taken by BCCP:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Contact out preparation of drama serial with vendor
Collect rough cut from the vendor
Pretest the serial in the field
Edit the drama with the pretest result
Finalize the drama serial
Take approval from IEC technical committee
Select the TV channel ATN
Made agreement with media and fixed the date of airing
In the fixing date airing started
Prepare promotional materials for wide publication and distributed to all PA NGO
• Banner
• Poster
• Leaflet
• Campaign guideline
Meeting with the PM of PA NGO
BCCP organized press conference at press club and made road show of drama
serial Gari Cholena by decorating vehicle.
Drama serial add. at radio today and TV channel before airing drama serial at
ATN Bangla.
BCCP supply the DVD of drama serial to all PA NGO.

Activity done by BCC technical officer:
• Pre visit all the 186 clinic of 24 PA NGO area by TO
• During the visit technical officer explain the campaign guideline during the
airing the drama serial to all staffs of PA NGO, PM and office staffs.
• During the visit of PHCC TO made meeting with MO and all the staffs of
PHCC
• PM arrange meeting with all staffs. TO indicating the activity during the airing
and promotional technique of the activity.
• Technical officer sits with community leaders and PIU officials on campaign
activity during the airing Drama serial' Gari cholena'.
• Help the clinic staffs to made campaign activity plan during airing period
• After starting airing TO visited two rounds in all the clinics and observe the
promotional activity and live show of drama serial and provide technical
assistance.
• TO monitor the special day observation and monitor the scrolling message in
the local channel and posting of poster and leaflet
• TO made interview with clinic visited client and provide feed back to the
clinic staffs on the reaction of the client
• TO help the Clinics promotional staffs to made plan for arranging show in the
slum area with drama serial DVD to cover all the slum people.
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Activity done by PA NGO:
As per TO assistance and essence PD's letter the PA NGO implements the following
promotional activity during airing drama serials:
PSTC DCC PA-1
• Miking about the drama serial and its schedule in the catchments area
• Posters on drama serial were put up at important gathering places in the
respective working areas
• Distributed leaflet to the clients as well as community people while providing
service and conducting BCC activities
• Arranged live show of the drama serial with big screen at various places like
commissioner’s office, clubs, slums and other gathering places
• Organized live shows at various stall and public places through television
• The clinics hung the banners of the drama serial mentioning special week in
front of the PHCC
KMSS DCC PA-2
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing
• Live show in different places of PA area
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
BAPSA DCC PA-3
• Milking in the community in the evening of airing
• Live show in the big screen near CRHCC
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
PSTC DCC PA-4
• Organize band party in the catchments area
• Observe special day according to the topics of drama serial
• Miking about the drama serial and its schedule using decorated rickshaw/truck
in the respective catchments area
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• Posters on drama serial were put up at important gathering places in the
respective working areas
• Distributed leaflet to the clients as well as community people while providing
service and conducting BCC activities
• Informed the clients at the clinic about the airing schedule of the drama serial;
and also through one to one communication and group meetings
• Primary Health Care Center (PHCC) informed the Word Primary Health Care
Coordination Committee (WPHCC) and User Forum members about airing and
promoting the drama serial
• Provided scrolling message on airing of drama serial through local cable
network
• Arranged live show of the drama serial with big screen at various places like
commissioner’s office, clubs, slums and other gathering places
• Organized live shows at various stall and public places through television
• Organize live shows at PHCC and Comprehensive Reproductive Health Care
Center (CRHCC) level
• Some of the clinics organized live shows at the satellite clinics
• Observed special week according to the topics of selected episode of drama
serial
• The clinics hung the banners of the drama serial mentioning special week in
front of the PHCC
• Mother day observed in the special week and distributed prizes to the mothers
Simantik DCC PA-5
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing date
• Live show in the commissioner office, different club and in all the PHCC(Still
picture)
• PM office arranges life show with multimedia projector in different populated
area of the word with big screen.
• User forum member also organize live show in their residence
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
• The PHCC made special VDO show in the slum and thickly populated area
with DVD send from BCCP
• The SP and outreach worker promote the drama serial in the school of the
PHCC area and
• Distributed the leaflet
• The DCCPA-5 observe the special week by organizing group meeting and
providing services in the PHCC and satellite clinic.
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Nari Moitree DCC PA-6
• Miking about the drama serial and its schedule using decorated rickshaw in the
respective catchments area
• Posters on drama serial were put up at important gathering places in the
respective working areas
• Distributed leaflet to the clients as well as community people while providing
service and conducting BCC activities
• Informed the community people about the airing schedule of the drama serial
through one to one communication and group meetings
• Primary Health Care Center (PHCC) informed the Word Primary Health Care
Coordination Committee (WPHCC) and User Forum members about airing and
promoting the drama serial
• Provided scrolling message on airing of drama serial through local cable
network
• Arranged live show of the drama serial with big screen at various places
• Organized live shows at various stall and public places through television
• Organize live shows at PHCC level
• The clinics hung the banners of the drama serial mentioning special week in
front of the PHCC
• Produced leaflets and distribute these to the different organizations, institute
and community
DCCPA-7(MSCS)
• All the PHCC make the promotional plan during the airing of drama serial
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing
• Organize live show in the PHCC and more than three other places in the slum
area of the word
• The SP, Supervisor and out reach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
• The SP and outreach worker promote the drama serial in the school of the
PHCC working area
• The PHCC make meeting with WPHCC member and user forum member on
airing drama serial and sick support in organizing Live show
• The SP and supervisor communicate with business community, club members
to open ATN Bangla during the time of airing drama serial Gari Chole Na.
• The PHCC observed Special week for special services.
• The PM office organizes live show in the big screen In different places of PA
area.
• They run the promotional video and audio in the PHCC regularly.
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DCCPA-8(UTPS)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All the PHCC make the promotional plan during the airing of drama serial
Organize live show in the CRHCC, PHCC and community level
The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
Miking about the drama serial and its schedule using decorated rickshaw/truck
in the respective catchments area
Posters on drama serial were put up at important gathering places in the
respective working areas
Distributed leaflet to the clients as well as community people while providing
service and conducting BCC activities
Informed the clients at the clinic about the airing schedule of the drama serial;
and also through one to one communication and group meetings
Provided scrolling message on airing of drama serial through local cable
network
Arranged live show of the drama serial with big screen at various places
Organized live shows at various stall and public places through television
Some of the clinics organized live shows at the satellite clinics

PSKP DCC PA-9
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing
• Live show in the commissioner office
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
UTPS DCC PA-10
• The clinics hung the banners of the drama serial mentioning special week in
front of the PHCC
• Observed special week according to the topics of selected episode of drama
serial
• Miking about the drama serial and its schedule using decorated rickshaw/truck
in the respective catchments area
• Posters on drama serial were put up at important gathering places in the
respective working areas
• Distributed leaflet to the clients as well as community people while providing
service and conducting BCC activities
• Informed the clients at the clinic about the airing schedule of the drama serial;
and also through one to one communication and group meetings
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• Primary Health Care Center (PHCC) informed the Word Primary Health Care
Coordination Committee (WPHCC) and User Forum members about airing and
promoting the drama serial
• Provided scrolling message on airing of drama serial through local cable network
• Organized live shows at various stall and public places through television
CCC PA-1
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing
• Live show organize in big screen in different populated place
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• Motivate the visiting customer of the clinic to enjoy drama serial 'Gari Chole
Na'
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
• Scrolling message on airing of drama serial in the local dish channel CCl
• The PHCC promote the drama in different school
MAMATA CCC PA-2
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing
• Live show organize for last episode in the CRHCC
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
• Scrolling message on airing of drama serial in the local dish channel CCl
• The PHCC inform the WPHCC and User forum member about airing of drama
serial promote the drama serial in the school also
• Special week observed by organizing group meeting with adolescent and male
group.
• The SP and outreach worker promote the drama by IPC in the satellite area.
CCC PA-3
• Milking in the community in the evening of airing
• Live show organize in different populated area in the big screen with the help
of local commissioner and elites.
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
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• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The PHCC hanged the drama serial Banner in front the PHCC
• The PHCC provide scrolling message of drama serial 'Gari Chole Na' in the
local dish channel.
• Free treatment given in the special week as per campaign guide line
• The SP and supervisor motivated tea stalls and shop owner to enjoy drama
serial 'Gari Chole Na' in every Saturday at ATN Bangla.
KMSS RCC PA-1
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing by decorating E- bike with
poster of Drama serial 'Gari Chole Na'
• Live show in the community by motivating community people
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
• The PHCC arranged live show in different community for common people
PSTC RCC PA-2
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing
• Live show organize in every PHCC area by PHCC and motivated shop owner
so that the owner and common people can enjoy the drama serial 'Gari Chole
Na'
• The PA-2 prepare cinema slide and advertised in the cinema hall on drama
serial 'Gari Chole Na'
• PA-2 provides add. and news at local paper on drama serial 'Gari Chole Na'.
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
• The PA observed the Special week. at all his PHCC as per campaign guide line
Simantik SCC
•
•
•
•

Miking in the community in the evening of airing
Live show in the different slum and low income group people residential area.
Scrolling message in the local dish channel
The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
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• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• Scrolling message in the local dish channel
• The PHCC observe the special week during the airing of drama serial
• Drama leaflet distributed among the adolescents and others by adolescent
• Counselor support in organizing live show and they also present in the live
show and encourage people to enjoy drama serial
• The PA campaign the drama by decorate vehicle with drama banner, poster and
band party round the whole city corporation.
• Special banner made with the picture of actor and actress of the dram and
hanged in different places
MSCS BCC
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing
• Live show in the commissioner office
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
PSKP KCC PA-1
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing
• Live show in the commissioner office
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
SGS KCC PA-2
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing
• Live show in the commissioner office
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
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MSCS Comilla
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Milking in the community in the evening of airing
Live show in the different slum and low income group people residential area
Scrolling message in the local dish channel
The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
Rickshaw garage owner and tea stall owner organize live show in their
respective places
The PA promotes the drama serial in the eye camp and EPI camp and
distributed leaflet.
The supervisors meet with business community and arrange live show in the
market place.
The PHCC made special show of drama serial with CD supplied from BCCP
Counselor support in organizing live show and they also present in the live
show and encourage people to enjoy drama serial
The PHCC observe the special week during the airing of drama serial and gave
discount in the selective services.

Madhabdi
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing
• Live show in the commissioner office
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
Srizony - Sirajgonj
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing
• The arrange really with the participation of local municipality mayor ,DD and
civil surgeon
• Live show arranged in the commissioner office and other place of the
community through TV.
• Organize live show at shahid minnar in the big screen
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
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• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
• The clinic observed the special week in the PHCC.
PSKP Savar
• Miking in the community in the evening of airing date.
• Live show organize in the big screen with multimedia projector
• The SP, Supervisor and outreach worker conduct group meeting and IPC on
drama serial indicating its airing date motivate the common people to enjoy the
drama serial
• The Supervisor, SP and outreach worker posturing different important place of
the working area and distributed the leaflet.
• The clinic organize program in the school of the PA area to promote the Drama
serial
• Special meeting organize with user forum and WPHCC for providing
information about the airing date of drama serial and sick support for
organizing life show in the community.
• Special arrangement taken and live show program taken in the tea stall
• The clinic hanged the Banner in front the PHCC
• Scrolling message given in the local TV channel
• Observe the special service week as per campaign guide line
• Clinic decorated with drama serial poster.
KMSS Bogra
• Miking about the drama serial and its schedule in the respective catchments area
• Posters on drama serial were put up at important gathering places in the
respective working areas
• Distributed leaflet to the clients as well as community people while providing
service and conducting BCC activities
• Informed the clients at the clinic about the airing schedule of the drama serial;
and also through one to one communication and group meetings
• Primary Health Care Center (PHCC) informed the Word Primary Health Care
Coordination Committee (WPHCC) and User Forum members about airing and
promoting the drama serial
• Provided scrolling message on airing of drama serial through local cable
network
• Organized live shows at various stall and public places through television
• The clinics hung the banners of the drama serial mentioning special week in
front of the PHCC
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Outcome of the promotional activity:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Adolescent visited the clinic with their friend, tika and other necessary services
Male customer visit the clinic for FP and other services
Clinic customer flow increases 20-25%
Average 30% client identified PHCC as Rangdhonu clinic
VWA client increases in the PHCC
ANC client increases in the clinic

Conclusions:
The drama serial give jerk in the community as well as it helps to change the behavior
of the service provider. It helps the service providers to work in the community freely.
The drama gives them true identity. In the field activity the service providers now
refer the as an employee of Rangdhonu clinic. Some of the viewer of the drama that
the drama should be airing in BTV and other five channel.
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Annexure – XX

Scripts of 10 Folk Songs
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Annexure – XXI

Script of Advocacy Video
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Annexure – XXII

Functional Organogram of the BCCM Team
Demand Generation & Utilization of Service

Marketing Specialist

Project Coordinator

Communication Specialist

Field Implementation
Advisor
BCCM Officer

Research,
Monitoring and
Evaluation Advisor

Training
Officer (2)

Material
Development
Officer

Senor Technical
Officer

Admin/
Logistics
Manager

Senior Finance
Officer
Accounts Officer

Technical
Officer (5)

Support Staff

Program
Secretary

Driver (2)
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Annexure – XXIII

TOR of Consultants of BCCM Firm

Project Coordinator
Sl.
No.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Responsibilities

Achievement

Act as the focal person of the BCCM component of the
UPHCP-II project and plan and coordinate all BCCM
related activities for achievement of the overall
objectives of the project
Establish a mechanism of regular contact with the senior
management and relevant personnel of UPHCP-II,
PMU, PIU, implementing partners and other
stakeholders and maintain liaison with them with regard
to implementation of project’s BCCM related activities
Maintain close contact with BCCP senior management
and facilitate obtaining BCCP’s full support during the
entire course of implementation of the project
Develop year-wise implementation plan of the project, take
actions to involve all concerned in implementing the plan
Work in close collaboration with the Communication
Specialist, Marketing Specialist, Research Advisor, Field
Implementation Advisor and other personnel of the project
Coordinate activities of all the functional teams formed
for smooth implementation of projected activities and
facilitate each team’s accomplishments
Oversee all BCCM activities including planning and
conduction of media campaign, designing and production
of electronic and print materials, planning and
implementing BCC capacity building initiatives and
national and local level other BCCM activities
Monitor progress of activities and plan and take
measures for ensuring delivery of outputs on schedule
Attend meetings, workshops, discussions on project
related matters within and outside the organization and
share progress of activities
Keep regular contact with other Consulting Firms, coordinate
activities, attended meetings and report of the progresses
Prepare and submit quarterly progress reports
Maintain liaison with the IEC/BCC related committees/
forums and share ideas on project related matters

Done

Remarks

Done

Done
Done
Done
Done
Done

Done
Done
Done
Done
Done
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Communication Specialist
Sl.
No.

Responsibilities

Achievement

1.

Identify behavior change communication objectives
including knowledge, attitude and environmental change
and methodology to be followed for keeping
communication between service providers and
recipients by segment of population

Done

2.

Develop messages and media materials for dissemination
and the right mix of approaches to involve target
populations and to promote an enable action

Done

3.

Develop theme and messages that will appeal to and
attract target populations

Done

4.

Selection of appropriate channels that can most
effectively reach particular target populations

Done

5.

Develop communication materials in Bangla (in English
if required by the project authority) including print
materials service providers, such as flipcharts and
pictorial cards; television spots for general broadcast;
promotional materials for the project and radio or
television soap opera scripts; and television drama serial

Done

6.

Ensure that themes and messages and activities reach
the target populations

Done

7.

Assess the needs of target populations and design new
materials as appropriate

Done

8.

Design and conduct Training of PMU, PIU and PA
staff on strategic communication

Done

9.

Assist partners to coordinate activities with other
stakeholders

Done

10.

Contribute to designing the BCC/M strategy and
implementation plan

Done

11.

Provide strategic and programmatic orientation to the
teams focused on achieving the project objectives

Done

12.

Contribute to revision of the strategic implementation
plan based on the findings of interim evaluation

Done

13.

Guide, provide input and assist in launching and
management of mass media campaigns

Done

Remarks
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Marketing Specialist
Sl.
No.

Responsibilities

Achievement

1.

Design and implement branding of project services,
sites and networks as UPHCP-II and create positive
image through promotion

Done

2.

Develop innovative marketing to maximize use of the
project, targeting providers and potential clients and
parties

Done

3.

Develop monitoring and evaluation plans to focus on
the process of marketing

Done

4.

Contribute in evaluating the marketing status and its
success in achieving predetermined objectives

Done

5.

Design, develop and implement mass media campaign

Done

6.

Develop media and positioning plan and BCC protocol

Done

7.

Plan and production of television and radio spots

Done

8.

Coordinate and involve the partner agencies in the
service marketing

Done

9.

Evaluate the progress and success of the marketing
intervention and fine-tune the plan

Done

10.

Establish and maintain working relationship with
UPHCP-II project staff, partners, and other stakeholders
and partner agencies in facilitating implementation of the
BCC/M Strategy

Done

Remarks
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Annexure – XXIV

Non-Expendable Equipments
As on 30 November, 2011
Purchasing/
Payment
date

Description

Quantity

Identification No.

User
BCCM Group

27-May-08

Laser Jet Printer

1

BCCP/UPHCP/PRN-34

29-May-08

Personal Computer

2

BCCP/UPHCP/COM-95 YK, MMH

29-May-08

Laptop Computer

1

BCCP/UPHCP/LAP-16

BCCM Group

29-May-08

Digital Photo Copier

1

BCCP/UPHCP/PCP-08

BCCM Group

16-Jun-08

MS Exchange and
Mail Server

1

BCCP/UPHCP/COM-97 BCCM Group

01-Jun-09

Firewall

1

BCCP/UPHCP/FWL-01

BCCM Group
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Annexure – XXV

Budget of BCCM component
along with expenditure status
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